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Abstract 

Endovascular treatment (EVT) for anterior circulation acute ischemic stroke due to large‐vessel 

occlusion is the new standard of care resulting in reduced disability compared to medical 

treatment. Practice guidelines recommend the use of EVT but can only speak to the evidence 

provided by clinical trials and might not be appropriate when complex medical decisions need to 

consider the heterogeneity of patients in routine clinical care. 

Brought about by the limitations of the clinical trials, the work described in this doctoral 

thesis aimed to assess the long–term sustainability of efficacy of EVT, the utilization of post–

stroke outcomes that are patient–centered and more meaningful to affected individuals, and the 

effectiveness of EVT in patient populations that have not been part of clinical trial cohorts. These 

are commonly older patients with comorbidities and patients presenting with mild stroke 

symptoms.  

The miFUNCTION scale was shown to display greater granularity in the mild to 

moderately–severe disability range post–stroke compared to the modified Rankin Scale and thus 

provide more insight into the patient's ability and capacity to engage in meaningful life roles 

after EVT. In a population–based analysis, adult patients undergoing EVT spent on average more 

than one week longer at home within the first 90 days compared with patients receiving medical 

treatment. Home‐time was used as a novel, health‐economic, and patient‐centered outcome. For 

patients presenting with mild symptoms, EVT resulted in similar 90–day outcomes compared to 

medical management despite an increased risk of neurological deterioration at 24 hours. Due to 

uncertainty regarding the risk–benefit–ratio, a well–designed clinical trial will need to establish 

how best to treat these patients. 
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Overall, the work described here provides greater understanding of how the benefits and 

risks of EVT might vary across the population and differ from the rather homogenous patient 

cohort that has been assessed in the clinical trials. The results of this research will be meaningful 

to patients who experience acute ischemic strokes caused by large vessel occlusion and also aid 

with economic and regulatory decisions to more broadly offer and organize EVT across Alberta 

and beyond. 
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CHAPTER 2 Introduction 

This chapter is adapted from a narrative review that was originally published in Lancet: Zerna 

C, Thomalla G, Campbell BCV, Rha JH, Hill MD. Current practice and future directions in the 

diagnosis and acute treatment of ischemic stroke. Lancet 2018; 392: 1247–1256. This chapter 

serves as an introduction to the thesis. 

2.1 Current Practice and Future Directions in the Diagnosis and Acute Treatment of 

Ischemic Stroke 

2.2 Introduction 

Arterial stroke syndromes are characterized by a sudden loss of neurological function due 

to brain or retinal ischemia (around 85 %) or intracerebral haemorrhage (around 15 %) (Figure 1, 

Figure 2). Venous stroke syndromes are much less common than arterial strokes (less than one 

percent of all strokes), present subacutely and are caused by cerebral venous sinus or cortical 

vein thrombosis. Stroke syndrome presentations can be transient or permanent and range from 

mild to fatal. The historical epidemiological definition differentiating transient ischemic attacks 

and ischemic stroke on the basis of the duration of their symptoms (less or more than 24 hours) is 

now outdated because duration does not accurately predict the pathology. Magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) studies have shown that symptom duration greater than one hour is strongly 

associated with irreversible ischemia on diffusion–weighted (DWI) MRI and thus clinically 

defined transient ischemic attacks might not be transient on a tissue level.
1
 A transient ischemic 

attack is not a pathological entity itself but rather the mildest form on the spectrum of ischemic 

stroke syndrome presentations. Whereas intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH) does not have a well 
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proven acute treatment, ischemic stroke is immediately treatable with reperfusion therapy and 

this chapter will focus on the management of acute ischemic stroke syndromes. 

 

 

Figure 1: Non–Contrast CT of a Patient Presenting with a Right–Hemispheric Stroke Syndrome 

The scan reveals hypoattenuating brain tissue and focal swelling in the right middle cerebral artery 

territory consistent with an acute ischemic stroke. 
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Figure 2: Non–Contrast CT of a Patient Presenting with a Hypertensive Intracerebral Hemorrhage 

Originating from the Left Thalamus Extending into the Left Lateral Ventricle 

 

Ischemic stroke is caused by a focal occlusion or stenosis of an artery or multiple arteries 

in the brain (intracranial occlusion) or leading to the brain (extracranial cervical artery 

occlusion). These focal occlusions occur because of a variety of mechanisms, including 

cardioembolism, artery–to–artery thromboembolism, occlusive arterial disease, and small vessel 

disease, whose differentiation is important for tailored secondary stroke prevention. However, 
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detailed mechanistic information is most often neither readily available in the acute setting, nor 

necessarily relevant to the choice of acute treatment. 

2.3 Types of Acute Stroke that Should be Treated 

All disabling strokes should be considered for immediate treatment (Table 1). The 

severity of the neurological deficit in the context of a person's activities and their quality of life 

before stroke defines what is meant by disabling. The National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale 

(NIHSS) score, originally designed as a research tool to quantify the baseline clinical 

neurological deficit in acute stroke trials, is widely used as a clinical assessment in hospitals for 

neurological deficits related to stroke. However, it is a guide that does not weight deficits or 

disability equally and is therefore a tool to aid, but not a substitute for, the clinical judgment of 

stroke severity. The score can range from 0 to 42 points as a summation of criterion–based 

integer scores in eleven different domains of neurological function. As a clinical guide to the 

scale, a score of 0–5 points suggests a mild stroke, 6–15 a moderate stroke, and greater than 15 a 

severe stroke. Although there is no formal lower threshold, a score of more than five points 

typically warrants consideration for acute treatment with thrombolysis in almost all cases; with 

lesser scores, treatment should be considered in the context of a person's premorbid quality of 

life and activities as well as the disability resulting from acute symptoms. However, practice 

varies globally, with some clinicians regarding treatment of minor stroke with thrombolysis as a 

standard of care and others considering thrombolysis of minor stroke to be an important 

unresolved research question. Patients with minor stroke are at risk of subsequent deterioration 

and disability.
2
 Establishing the balance between risk and benefit is the impetus for ongoing 

randomized clinical trials of thrombolysis in minor stroke.
3
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Table 1: Indications for Thrombolysis 

Indications 

Disabling (in the context of a person's activities and their pre–

stroke quality of life) acute ischemic stroke inpatients aged 18 

years or older

Favourable CT brain imaging (ASPECTS score of five or 

higher, no extensive regions of clear hypoattenuation)

Absolute 

Contraindications 

CT brain imaging reveals acute intracranial haemorrhage

Active or recent bleeding at a non–compressible site (e.g. 

recent gastrointestinal bleed, recent intracranial or major surgery, 

recent major trauma)

Relative 

Contraindications* 

Presentation more than four and a half hours from time last 

seen well

Coagulopathy (platelet count less than 100 Gpt/L, international 

normalized ratio (INR) greater than 1·7, activated partial 

thromboplastin time greater than 40 seconds, or prothrombin 

time greater than 15 seconds)

Blood pressure more than 185/110 mmHg

Current treatment with an anticoagulant (thrombin or factor Xa 

inhibitor, heparin, low–molecular weight heparin), unless 

laboratory coagulations tests results are normal (INR less than or 

equal to 1.7) or provide proof of normal coagulation status 

Prior intracranial haemorrhage within three months 

Prior ischemic stroke within three months 

Systemic malignancy

Intracranial malignant neoplasm

Intracranial arterial dissection

Blood glucose less than 2 mM or greater than 22 mmol/L

Suspected or diagnosed aortic dissection

Large (greater than 10 mm) unruptured and unsecured 

intracranial aneurysm

Previous high burden of cerebral microbleeds (more than ten)

Pregnancy

 

Thrombolysis indications, relative and absolute contraindications adapted from the Canadian Stroke Best 

Practice Recommendations: Hyperacute Care Guidelines (Update 2015),4, 5 2018 Guidelines for the Early 

Management of Patients with Acute Ischemic Stroke: A Guideline for Healthcare Professionals From The 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/blood-clotting-factor-10a-inhibitor
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/blood-clotting-factor-10a-inhibitor
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/blood-clotting-factor-10a-inhibitor
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/blood-clotting-factor-10a-inhibitor
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/brain-ischemia
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American Heart Association/American Stroke Association, and European Stroke Organization Guidelines 

for management of ischemic stroke and transient ischemic attack 2008.7 ASPECTS = Alberta Stroke 

Program Early Computed Tomography Scale. *Relative contraindications mean that a clinical judgment 

must be made on the risk versus predicted benefit for treatment. For example, risk is low for patients with 

low or high baseline serum glucose or prior ischemic stroke, or for those with existing intracranial 

unruptured aneurysms, but many trials excluded these patients from enrolment. Risk is probably 

somewhat higher, but not quantifiable, and the benefit less well known in patients with systemic 

malignancy or prior intracerebral haemorrhage or some degree of coagulopathy. 

 

Acute treatment for ischemic strokes aims to restore brain tissue perfusion. Restoration is 

achieved medically using a thrombolytic drug or by intervention with endovascular treatment 

(EVT), or both. Only a few of the total population of patients with ischemic stroke are eligible 

for acute therapy because the stroke is either non–disabling or contraindications to thrombolysis 

(Table 1) exist. Approximately 25 % of all ischemic strokes are eligible for medical thrombolysis 

and 10  12 % eligible for EVT. Since EVT is only applicable to a large vessel occlusion (LVO), 

arterial imaging is necessary to define the location of the occlusion. 

2.4 Imaging as the Biomarker for Ischemic Stroke 

Unlike the analogous situation in acute coronary syndromes with high–specificity serum 

troponin T levels, there is no serum biomarker for acute ischemic stroke. Known protein markers 

such as S100β and neuron–specific enolase levels measured at 24–72 hours correlate with infarct 

volume.
7
 However, no single or combination of the available blood biomarkers provides 

differentiation of ischemic stroke and ICH with sufficient diagnostic accuracy to guide acute 

stroke treatment.
8
 Even though glial fibrillary acidic protein levels were found to be 20 times 

higher in ICH than in ischemic stroke, high levels can also occur in other neurodegenerative, 

neoplasmal, and infectious diseases of the central nervous system.
9
 A clear differentiation 

between ischemic stroke and ICH is only achieved by neuroimaging. 
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Because of its fast acquisition and widespread availability, non–contrast computed 

tomography (CT) is most widely used for acute stroke syndromes. Non–contrast CT allows 

differentiation between ischemic stroke and ICH and, in the case of an ischemic stroke, allows 

quantification of the extent of early ischemic changes by applying the Alberta Stroke Program 

Early CT Score (ASPECTS), a 10–point score that subtracts a point for each region of 

parenchymal hypoattenuation within the anterior circulation.
10

 Scan quality, training, and 

experience affect the inter–rater reliability of ASPECTS but splitting the scale into categories as 

a dichotomy or trichotomy improves reproducibility.
11

 Lower scores are predictive of a poor 

functional outcome and similarly, lower scores are associated with an increased risk of 

intraparenchymal haemorrhage associated with thrombolysis.
12, 13

 A normal non–contrast CT 

does not rule out an acute ischemic stroke; non–contrast CT has a low negative predictive value 

for small ischemic volumes and therefore is commonly normal in minor or clinically resolved 

ischemic stroke. Non–contrast CT can exclude alternate causes for neurological symptoms such 

as subdural haematoma, brain tumour, or other space–occupying lesions. 

Computed tomography angiography (CTA) uses iodinated radio–contrast media to image 

intracranial and extracranial blood vessels. CTA is used to identify proximal vessel occlusions as 

possible target lesions for EVT and should be a concurrent imaging study for patients with 

stroke. Neurointerventionalists can plan an endovascular procedure with CTA information about 

aortic arch tortuosity, Willisian and pial collateral status, as well as the site, characteristics, and 

length of the intracranial thrombus. The collateral status is estimated by comparing backfilling 

pial arteries in the affected hemisphere (distal to the occlusion) to the unaffected hemisphere. 

Poor collateral status is associated with larger volumes of irreversibly injured brain (ischemic 
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core) at baseline and worse functional outcome after reperfusion therapies, independent of 

patient age, vessel occlusion, and time since symptom onset.
14, 15

 Assessment of collateral status 

has improved with the development of multiphase CTA, which generates time–resolved images 

of pial arteries by triggering the first scan in the late arterial phase on the basis of bolus 

monitoring and acquiring two subsequent scans without additional contrast in the mid–venous 

and late–venous phase. Multiphase CTA imaging is only minimally vulnerable to poor contrast–

bolus timing and patient motion and the asymmetry in collateral filling can be used to help 

identify distal intracranial occlusions, even for inexperienced scan readers.
16

  

Similarly, computed tomography perfusion (CTP) assesses collateral blood flow by 

repeatedly imaging the brain during transit of a rapidly administered bolus of intravenous (IV) 

contrast injection. CTP produces maps of the total amount and delay in arrival of blood flowing 

through the brain vasculature and improves diagnostic confidence in differentiating ischemic 

stroke from mimics (e.g. a stroke will show a region of hypoperfusion and up to 50 % of acute 

seizures will show a region of hyperperfusion). Whereas CTA images the larger vessels only, CT 

perfusion includes capillary and venular flow. Quantitative perfusion thresholds are used to 

estimate tissue that is already irreversibly damaged (core), tissue that is likely to infarct but 

salvageable with reperfusion (ischemic penumbra), and tissue that is not threatened but might 

have reduced blood flow (benign oligemia). CTP thresholds that estimate ischemic core and 

penumbra have been validated by comparison with follow–up infarction, defined by DWI, often 

done within an hour of CTP, or with follow–up infarction in patients who have reperfused within 

24 hours after stroke onset.  
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The predictive thresholds for these tissue states vary with imaging–to–reperfusion time.
17, 

18
 Data from a multicenter cohort study showed that a CTP-derived Tmax threshold of around 

>16 seconds on average, has the highest sensitivity and specificity to predict irreversible damage 

even when reperfused within 90 minutes from CTP imaging). A lower Tmax threshold of 

≈>12.5 seconds is associated with irreversible damage even if reperfusion is achieved between 

90 to 180 minutes from CTP.
17

 Conversely, this means that even brain regions with severe 

perfusion impairment might be salvageable with timely reperfusion and thus the predictive value 

of CTP core estimates is imperfect. In practice with existing treatment paradigms, a severe 

reduction (e.g. relative cerebral blood flow < 30 % of normal brain) has shown utility as a 

marker of irreversible injury in several trials, including late–window treatment trials.
19 - 24

 

Automated software now allows timely post–processing of CTP functional maps that are robust 

to common artifacts, allowing rapid clinician interpretation.
24

 However, care is required to avoid 

delaying treatment decisions because of the time taken to acquire, transfer, post–process, and 

interpret CTP data. 

MRI provides some diagnostic advantages compared with non–contrast CT, but in most 

centres takes longer to access and acquire. DWI maps show early ischemic changes within 

minutes from stroke onset and a correlating apparent diffusion coefficient map visualises the 

extent of cytotoxic oedema caused by brain ischemia. There is no equivalent CT technique or 

parameter, although regional hypoattenuation on CT is highly predictive of restricted diffusion 

on MRI.
26

 MRI is especially useful in detecting minor strokes and differentiating ischemic stroke 

from mimics in the setting of ischemic lesions of small volume (Figure 3), multiple embolic 

lesions, and in posterior circulation strokes where the skull base creates bony artefacts on non–
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contrast CT. Time–of–flight MR angiography enables a flow–dependent visualisation of the 

brain arteries without the need for a contrast agent. Susceptibility–weighted imaging allows for 

the detection of ICH with high sensitivity, and the detection of cerebral microbleeds not captured 

by non–contrast CT, which might indicate underlying pathophysiologies, such as cerebral 

amyloid angiopathy, and might be associated with an increased risk of intracranial haemorrhage 

after IV thrombolysis.
27

 Specific MRI patterns of infarction might suggest a stroke mechanism, 

and, within limits, can date stroke age.
28

 A mismatch between DWI and fluid–attenuated 

inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence has been proposed as the criterion for the selection of 

patients who will benefit from thrombolytic therapy even though their time of stroke onset is 

unknown. In the WAKE–UP trial, IV thrombolysis with alteplase guided by DWI–FLAIR 

mismatch was effective and resulted in a significantly better functional outcome than placebo in 

patients with stroke of unknown symptom onset.
29

 This imaging approach is used in other 

ongoing clinical trials to further test the efficacy and safety of IV thrombolysis in acute stroke 

syndromes with unknown time of symptom onset (NCT02002325). Contrary to usual static 

vascular imaging techniques, contrast–enhanced dynamic MR angiography now allows time–

resolved assessment of arterial occlusions, cerebral hemodynamics, and collateral circulation in 

the acute setting.
30

 MR perfusion imaging can use a gadolinium contrast agent and produces 

similar maps to CTP. Arterial spin labelling perfusion imaging does not require contrast injection 

but the delay in endogenous tracer arrival limits measurements of cerebral blood flow within the 

territory affected by stroke.
31
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Figure 3: MRI Showing an Acute Ischemic Stroke in the Right Lentiform Nucleus 

 

Imaging is the most important biomarker in acute ischemic stroke; it can define the cause, 

show the extent of potentially salvageable brain tissue, and aid the selection of acute therapies. 

With additional imaging, time spent on imaging acquisition and processing delays treatment 

initiation. The threshold for when sufficient information is available to make a correct 

therapeutic decision should be short. Acute ischemic stroke is a medical emergency and the 
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average infarct progression of an untreated middle cerebral artery (MCA) stroke leads to a loss 

of 1.9 million neurons per minute, which means that each one minute delay of treatment is 

correlated with a loss of 1.8 days' healthy life.
32

 The chance of poor outcome with treatment 

increases while time passes with each additional test obtained.
33

  

2.5 Acute Treatment of Ischemic Stroke 

2.5.1 Thrombolytic Therapy 

Open angiographic evidence of occlusions of the carotid artery and the more distal 

vascular tree was first documented in the late 1930s. However, early studies using fibrinolytic 

agents did not progress to larger randomized trials because non–invasive imaging of the brain 

and neurovasculature was not available until half a century later.
34

 IV urokinase and 

streptokinase did not improve clinical outcomes and, in some studies, were associated with 

increased risk of ICH and have since been abandoned.
35, 36

 Subsequently, alteplase—a single–

chain recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)—has been successfully shown to be an 

efficacious treatment for stroke and subsequently marketed worldwide for acute ischemic stroke 

treatment. The NINDS tPA stroke trial showed an increase in good outcomes at three months 

using 0.9 mg/kg IV alteplase compared with placebo in two parallel trials, leading to the 

licensing of alteplase in a three hour time window from stroke symptom onset.
37

 The European 

Cooperative Acute Stroke Study (ECASS) II and Alteplase Thrombolysis for Acute Non–

interventional Therapy in Ischemic Stroke (ATLANTIS–B) trials were neutral for their chosen 

primary outcomes but were combined in a pooled individual patient meta–analysis including 

over 2000 patients treated within 360 minutes from stroke symptom onset.
38,

 
39

 This post–hoc 
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analysis showed a distinct benefit of alteplase that was greater the earlier it was given, 

approaching a neutral effect at 270 minutes (4.5 hours) from symptom onset.
40

 The ECASS III 

trial verified the sustained benefit of alteplase in the three to four and a half hour window but 

established that any delay in alteplase administration increased the risk of treatment–associated 

symptomatic ICH (sICH).
41

 Thus, time from stroke onset to treatment initiation, although an 

unreliable surrogate marker for the extent of brain ischemia, has been shown to be a strong effect 

modifier for alteplase treatment when pooling multiple large studies, showing no average benefit 

of alteplase administration after 270 minutes from stroke symptom onset.
42

 IST  –3, the largest 

thrombolysis trial, took almost a decade to complete. Although treating many patients at the 

periphery of present guidelines the trial showed improved functional outcome due to 

thrombolysis within six hours that was even preserved in the elderly (> 50 % of patients were 

aged > 80 years).
43

 An updated systematic review and meta–analysis including over 10,000 

patients showed that thrombolysis given within six hours produced functional benefits and that 

those treated within the first three hours derived substantially more benefit than those treated 

later (Table 2).
44
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Table 2: Efficacy and Safety of Acute Ischemic Stroke Treatment 

  
Effect on 90–day 

outcome (mRS 0–1) 

Effect on safety (sICH 

within 36 hours) 
ARR NNT 

Thrombolysis 

0–3 hours 1.75 (1.35–2.27) 6.67 (4.11–10.84) 0.098 10 

3–4.5 hours 1.26 (1.05–1.51)  – 0.053 19 

>4.5 hours 1.15 (0.95–1.40)  – 0.02 50 

Endovascular treatment 

0–12 hours 2.49 (1.84–3.35) 0.99 (0.60–1.63) 0.14 7 

 

Data are OR (95 % CI), unless otherwise indicated. Data are from the meta–analysis by the Stroke 

Thrombolysis Trialists' Collaborative Group and the HERMES collaboration.45, 46 No meta–analysis has 

been done to assess the effect of endovascular treatment beyond 12 h. mRS = modified Rankin Scale. 

sICH = symptomatic (a deterioration in National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale Score of ≥ 4) 

intracranial haemorrhage type 2 within 24 hours (SITS–MOST definition
47

); OR = odds ratio. 

ARR = absolute risk reduction. NNT = number needed to treat to benefit one additional patient. 

 

The large number of patients in the International Stroke Trial 3 (IST–3) trial allowed for 

multiple secondary analyses that were informative. Despite increased risk of sICH, thrombolysis 

has a net clinical benefit in patients with leukoaraiosis on baseline imaging and should not be 

withheld on the basis of this finding alone.
48

 Prespecified subgroups in IST–3 did not show 

differing functional outcomes but thrombolysis was associated with increased odds of sICH 

among patients who had previously taken antiplatelet agents.
49

 The subsequent ENCHANTED 

trial comparing low–dose versus standard–dose alteplase treatment in patients on prior 

antiplatelet therapy was neutral. However, there were fewer sICHs in the low–dose alteplase 

group, particularly among patients without prior antiplatelet treatment.
50

 Many studies have 
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speculated that patients on prior antiplatelet treatment are at greater risk for sICH, partly related 

to the greater occurrence of vascular risk factors that warrant antiplatelet treatment. Data on the 

thrombolysis–associated risk of sICH in patients with dual antiplatelet treatment are limited by 

the small number of outcomes.
51, 52

 Further randomized clinical trials are necessary to identify a 

subgroup of patients who would potentially benefit from low–dose alteplase treatment. Another 

multicentre, randomized controlled trial comparing patients who were given IV aspirin versus 

placebo within 90 minutes after IV thrombolysis treatment was stopped early because of an 

excess incidence of sICH and no evidence of benefit at three months in the aspirin group.
53

  

Alteplase has insufficient efficacy for early recanalization in proximal vessel occlusions. 

Other thrombolytic agents, such as desmoteplase, showed a good safety profile within a nine 

hour window but failed to show efficacy in another study.
54 - 57

 Small studies comparing 

tenecteplase (TNK) with alteplase have shown TNK to have superior fibrinolytic activity with 

increased rates of reperfusion.
58, 59

 However, the Norwegian Tenecteplase Stroke Trial (NOR–

TEST) trial showed that TNK was not superior to alteplase in 1100 patients with acute ischemic 

stroke, despite the drugs having a similar safety profile.
60

 NOR–TEST has been criticized for 

enrolling a high number of patients with stroke mimics and treating a population of low clinical 

stroke severity.
61

 Nevertheless, ease of use, higher reperfusion rates, and safety could result in 

TNK replacing alteplase. The Extending the Time for Thrombolysis in Emergency Neurological 

Deficits—Intra–Arterial (EXTEND–IA) TNK trial showed that TNK before thrombectomy was 

associated with a higher incidence of reperfusion and better functional outcome than alteplase 

among patients with ischemic stroke treated within four and half hours of symptom onset.
62

 Six 

other ongoing phase 3 trials (TNK–tPA Versus Standard of Care for Minor Ischemic Stroke With 
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Proven Occlusion 2 (TEMPO–2): NCT02398656; Tenecteplase versus Alteplase for Stroke 

Thrombolysis Evaluation (TASTE): ACTRN12613000243718; Tenecteplase in Wake–up 

Ischemic Stroke Trial (TWIST): NCT03181360; The Norwegian Tenecteplase Stroke Trial 2 

(NOR-TEST2): NCT0385400; Alteplase Compared to Tenecteplase in Patients With Acute 

Ischemic Stroke (AcT): NCT03889249; and Tenecteplase in Stroke Patients Between 4.5 and 24 

Hours (TIMELESS) NCT03785678) will provide further data. 

2.5.2 Endovascular Therapy 

After the exciting but preliminary results of the Intra–arterial Prourokinase for Acute 

Ischemic Stroke (PROACT–2) trial in 1999 showing improved outcome for patients with 

proximal MCA occlusions treated with intra–arterial pro–urokinase, subsequent trials (Local 

Versus Systemic Thrombolysis for Acute Ischemic Stroke (SYNTHESIS)–Expansion, 

Mechanical Retrieval and Recanalization of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy (MR RESCUE), 

and Interventional Management of Stroke (IMS) III) investigating the benefits of EVT for acute 

ischemic stroke produced neutral results. A combination of factors, including trial design 

features, insufficiently clear imaging selection criteria, slow treatment process times, and the use 

of various older devices might have contributed to these neutral results.
63

  

In 2015 and 2016, six positive trials (Multicentre Randomized Clinical Trial of 

Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke in the Netherlands (MR CLEAN), 

Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Proximal Occlusion Ischemic Stroke (ESCAPE), 

EXTEND–IA, Randomized Trial of Revascularization with Solitaire FR Device versus Best 

Medical Therapy in the Treatment of Acute Stroke Due to Anterior Circulation Large Vessel 

Occlusion Presenting within Eight Hours of Symptom Onset (REVASCAT), Solitaire™ with the 
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Intention for Thrombectomy as Primary Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke 

(SWIFT–PRIME), and Trial and Cost Effectiveness Evaluation of Intra–arterial Thrombectomy 

in Acute Ischemic Stroke (THRACE)) of EVT for LVO of the anterior circulation established 

this therapy as a new standard of care. Each of these trials enrolled 70–500 previously healthy 

patients aged 18 years or older presenting with varying stroke severity up to 12 hours from 

symptom onset, as well as optional additional IV thrombolysis treatment and extracranial 

occlusions.
21, 22, 64 - 67

 Many of the trials emphasized speed in achieving recanalization and thus 

targeted a major shortcoming of previously neutral trials. Careful imaging–based selection of the 

most appropriate patients, recognition of the importance of fast workflow, and the high 

reperfusion rates led to the overwhelming efficacy of EVT compared to standard care alone 

(Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Imaging Modalities used to Diagnose and Treat Acute Ischemic Stroke 

A 56–year–old man who was last seen normal at 2300 hours. He awoke at 0500 hours with left–sided 

weakness of the arm, leg, and face, as well as moderate dysarthria, and visual neglect (NIHSS score of 

11). (A) Non–contrast CT of the head; (B) multiphase CT angiography in peak arterial, mid–venous, and 

late–venous phase (from left to right) showing the middle cerebral artery occlusion at the M1 segment 

(green arrow) and delayed arrival of the contrast agent with subsequent delayed washout in the right 

middle cerebral artery (red circles); (C) first intracranial angiographic run confirming a right middle 

cerebral artery occlusion; (D) final intracranial angiographic run post stent retrieval showing (near) 

complete reperfusion; (E) next day follow–up MRI showing a small volume ischemic lesion in the right 

middle cerebral artery territory. Patient clinically improved to an NIHSS score of 4. 

 

The pooled, individual–patient meta–analysis showed improved functional outcome at 90 

days for patients who had received EVT compared with those who had not.
45

 Most patients in 

these trials were treated within six hours from symptom onset, but even late presenters (5.5–12 

hours from symptom onset) in the ESCAPE trial had a treatment effect favouring EVT across all 

clinical outcomes.
68

 The Diffusion Weighted Imaging or Computerized Tomography Perfusion 

Assessment With Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of Wake Up and Late Presenting Strokes 

Undergoing Neurointervention (DAWN) trial showed that EVT was beneficial in highly selected 
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patients 6–24 hours after symptom onset when compared with medical treatment alone. Selection 

with CTP or DWI-MRI to identify potentially salvageable brain tissue was required.
69

 The 

Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke 3 (DEFUSE–3 trial), 

similarly requiring advanced CTP or perfusion MRI for patient selection, was halted early and 

showed that patients receiving EVT 6–16 hours after time last seen normal resulted in better 

functional outcomes than medical treatment.
23

 These two trials emphasize the relevance of the 

tissue window (with imaging as the biomarker identifying salvageable brain tissue) as the 

physiological signature that defines a patient with treatable stroke. The Perfusion Imaging 

Selection of Ischemic Stroke Patients for Endovascular Therapy (POSITIVE) trial 

(NCT01852201), assessing a similar imaging paradigm, has been terminated in late 2019 but the 

publication of the results is still pending. Despite these late–window studies, fast delivery of 

treatment remains crucial; the SWIFT–PRIME trial reported that reperfusion within 150 minutes 

from symptom onset in the intervention arm led to a 91 % estimated probability of functional 

independence, which decreased by 10 % over the next hour and by 20 % with every subsequent 

hour of delay.
70

  

Stent retrieval is a common first choice of neurointerventionalists and these devices have 

been used almost exclusively in clinical trials within the past five years. In the Contact 

Aspiration vs Stent Retriever for Successful Revascularization (ASTER) trial first–line contact 

aspiration during EVT compared with stent retrieval did not result in an increased successful 

revascularisation rate.
71

 Previously acquired pilot data by another group using contact aspiration 

have shown lower procedure times and device costs compared with stent retrieval. The recently 

published Direct Aspiration First Pass Technique (COMPASS) trial found that direct aspiration 
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first pass technique during EVT was non–inferior to stent–retriever first line technique when 

comparing functional outcome at 90 days.
72

 Newer devices, like the EmboTrap device, have 

been investigated in single–arm studies (ARISE II) and shown to demonstrate high rates of 

substantial reperfusion and functional independence at 90 days.
73

  

2.5.3 Stroke Systems of Care 

Since fast treatment is so important to good outcomes, organisation of stroke care is 

essential for timely treatment initiation. EVT can only be performed at selected capable stroke 

centres (usually tertiary hospitals), whereas thrombolytic treatment is available more widely at 

smaller hospitals. Patients identified in the field with a disabling stroke can therefore be either 

directly transported to an endovascular capable centre, even if that means bypassing a closer 

primary stroke centre (mothership model), or be transported to the nearest primary stroke centre 

for thrombolytic treatment first and then, if appropriate, be transferred to the endovascular 

capable centre (drip and ship model). Transport times and distribution of primary centres and 

endovascular capable centres will determine the optimal approach. Telemedicine can be used to 

assist decision making for either of the models, as neurologists stationed at an endovascular 

capable centre can be consulted by health–care providers in primary stroke centres or even pre–

hospital care providers in ambulances.  

Mobile stroke units are ambulances equipped with a CT scanner, a point of care 

laboratory, and specialized staff and allow for early diagnosis aided by neuroimaging and thus 

identify eligibility and even initiate thrombolytic treatment on route to the hospital.
74, 75

 There are 

ongoing efforts to develop pre–hospital stroke scales to differentiate large artery occlusions from 

other types of strokes to allow the most appropriate triage.
76

 Additionally, multiple ongoing trials 
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are assessing current transportation dilemmas, such as being taken directly to an endovascular 

capable centre versus directly to a primary stroke centre for patients with suspected LVO 

(NCT02795962), and initiation of thrombolytic treatment on a mobile stroke unit versus in the 

hospital (Benefits of Stroke Treatment Delivered Using a Mobile Stroke Unit (BEST–MSU): 

NCT02190500; Berlin Pre–hospital Or Usual Delivery of Stroke Care 2.0 (B_PROUD 2.0): 

NCT03931616). How patients are best advanced through the health system to have timely and 

appropriate access to acute stroke treatment will be an evolving standard depending on 

geography, infrastructure, population density, politics, and technology. 

An integral part of geographical access to acute stroke care is how to optimize the 

workflow in each of the contributing sectors to treat patients with ischemic stroke as quickly as 

possible. Systematic quality improvements can lead to much faster door–to–needle times 

compared with those being currently achieved, without an increase in complications. Helsinki 

University Hospital (Helsinki, Finland) established a high standard by lowering their median 

door–to–needle times to 20 minutes in 2011; the hospital's model was then successfully 

replicated at the Royal Melbourne Hospital (Melbourne, Australia) and improvements in the 

United States have been reported by the Target Stroke initiative.
77 - 79

 The key to shorter door–

to–needle time is a well-organized stroke service, the so–called chain of recovery. Emergency 

call centres, paramedics, and the emergency department of the receiving hospital must work 

seamlessly together. Clinical assessment, imaging, and decision making for thrombolysis and 

EVT need to occur in parallel rather than sequentially and hospital pre–notification with 

transport of the patient direct to the CT scanner on the ambulance stretcher are the key to 

achieving a revised door–to–needle time target of 30 minutes or lower.
80
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All patients with acute stroke, whether it is ischemic or haemorrhagic, benefit from stroke 

unit care.
81

 This benefit holds true after successful reperfusion therapy. Acute stroke unit care is 

designed to prevent complications such as pulmonary embolism and aspiration pneumonia. 

Diagnostic work–up at a stroke unit makes early secondary prevention possible based on the 

cause of the stroke. Treatment of risk factors and evaluation of the need for rehabilitation can be 

initiated early at the stroke unit. Evidence–based stroke unit care will increase the likelihood of 

good functional outcome of stroke patients.
82

  

2.5.4 Adjuvant and Novel Therapies for Ischemic Stroke 

Future technology to improve stroke diagnosis in the field, advances in neuroimaging, 

improvements in medical reperfusion therapy, advances in catheters to optimize complete 

reperfusion rates, and adjuvant medication to reduce permanent brain injury are all under active 

investigation. Importantly, improvements in catheters for stroke treatment might be influenced 

by regional differences in disease burden. In Asia, intracranial stenosis due to underlying 

intracranial atherosclerosis is a more prevalent cause of stroke than in the rest of the world.
83

 

Such residual intracranial stenosis might require angioplasty and stenting or the use of 

antiplatelet infusion medication.
84

 Potential improvements in medical therapy in general include 

sonothrombolysis and continued investigation of TNK as a primary thrombolytic drug.
85

  

Attempts to translate beneficial findings of high–flow oxygen and hypothermia from 

preclinical models to human models have been previously disappointing. Yet, adjuvant therapy 

for stroke is evolving. While over 1000 putative neuroprotective compounds have not been 

translated from the laboratory to humans, most were tested in an ischemia–reperfusion model 

(temporary MCA occlusion).
86

 Human stroke due to LVO does not commonly show early 
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reperfusion with medical treatment, but advances in EVT have resulted in a true human 

ischemia–early reperfusion model. Molecules such as the peptide NA–1 (also known as Tat–

NR2B9c or nerinetide) have been investigated in this setting.
87

 The Safety and Efficacy of NA–1 

in Subjects Undergoing Endovascular Thrombectomy for Stroke (ESCAPE–NA1) trial showed 

that the proportion of patients achieving good functional outcome at 90 days after EVT was not 

improved by nerinetide compared to placebo but there was effect modification resulting in the 

inhibition of treatment effect in patients receiving alteplase and there was indeed benefit in the 

subgroup that did not receive alteplase.
88

 Since magnesium sulphate has been shown to be safe in 

the pre–hospital setting, a trial investigating the potential for the molecule to preserve ischemic 

penumbra until the patient can undergo EVT with definite recanalization might be considered.
89

 

The medical management of hyperglycaemia, hypertension, and hyperthermia or pyrexia in acute 

ischemic stroke remains to be further defined. Although it is well proven that hyperglycaemia, 

elevated or very low blood pressure and elevated body temperature are all associated with poor 

outcomes, it is not known whether intervention will actually result in better outcomes.
90 - 92

  

Finally, innovation might occur in stroke treatment processes. Imaging with dynamic 

angiography equipment can allow a direct–to–angiography workflow, further reducing door–to–

treatment time. As the technology for this approach to imaging improves and becomes installed 

in hospitals, the approach to treatment of selected patients to increasingly take place is expected. 

This evolution will be accelerated if non–invasive technology plus clinical evaluation allows the 

reliable identification of LVO in the pre–hospital setting. 
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2.6 Conclusion and Future Directions 

The framework for acute ischemic stroke therapeutics is fast treatment with a door–to–

needle time target of 30 minutes or less and rapid escalation to EVT for patients with LVO. 

Advanced neuroimaging, including arterial imaging, is the cornerstone for effective guidance of 

acute stroke treatment. Regional systems of stroke care are affected by geography, infrastructure, 

including financial resources, population density, politics, and technology and must be optimized 

to allow timely access to thrombolytic therapy and EVT. Because primary and comprehensive 

stroke centres must improve their workflow to achieve these target metrics, there is a substantial 

incentive to develop alternative thrombolytic agents that are easy to use, such as TNK. With the 

establishment of EVT and a true human–ischemia–reperfusion model, adjuvant therapies can be 

investigated. Acute stroke therapy is one of the most important advances in the therapeutics of 

neurological diseases and the future for new treatments looks promising. 

2.7 Rationale and Objectives of this Thesis 

While EVT has revolutionized acute ischemic stroke care, the randomized controlled 

trials showing the efficacy of the treatment have different limitations:  

 The clinical endpoint of mRS score was assessed 90 days post stroke even though 

previous studies in humans suggest that there is a three to six months window of 

heightened neuroplasticity and even a gradient of enhanced sensitivity to 

rehabilitation treatment beyond 12 months post stroke which could result in 

delayed functional recovery.
93

  

 The mRS score as the chosen clinical end–point captures only two of the 

functional dimensions of interest that are affected after a stroke (body functions 
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and structure as well as activity) but has difficulties depicting the social 

dimension of participation. The scale also lacks sensitivity at the lower end of the 

disability spectrum and the inter–observer variability is high. 

 The studied patient cohort was rather homogenous and narrow–defined to 

increase the likelihood of showing efficacy of the treatment under investigation. 

The objective of this research was thus to assess the sustainability of the efficacy of EVT 

beyond 90 days post stroke, to utilize post–stroke outcomes that are patient–centered and more 

meaningful to the affected individuals, and to investigate the efficacy of EVT in patient 

populations that have not been part of the randomized controlled clinical trial cohort but are 

commonly affected by LVO acute ischemic strokes and might benefit from the treatment as well. 

The results of this research will be meaningful to individual patients who experience acute 

ischemic strokes caused by LVO and also aid with economic and regulatory decisions to more 

broadly offer and organize EVT across the province of Alberta and beyond. 

2.8 Thesis Structure 

This thesis is structured as a manuscript based dissertation. To fulfil the objectives 

described above a program of research was developed and six manuscripts produced and 

published. CHAPTER 2 is an adaption of a narrative review published in Lancet about the 

current practice and future directions in the diagnosis and acute treatment of ischemic stroke and 

serves as an introduction to this thesis. CHAPTER 3 is a commentary published in Nature 

Reviews Neurology and speaks to the long–term benefits of EVT. CHAPTER 4, not in 

manuscript format, provides a detailed description of the methodology across the entire program 

of research in addition to the methods section of each originally published article. CHAPTER 5 
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is an original research article published in International Journal of Stroke which describes the 

development of the miFUNCTION scale, its psychometric properties, and its use as an endpoint 

within a randomized controlled trial of EVT compared to medical management for acute 

ischemic stroke. CHAPTER 6 is an original research article published in Journal of the 

American Heart Association which describes the relative effectiveness of EVT in a population–

based analysis of the entire province of Alberta while utilizing home–time as a novel and 

patient–centered outcome. CHAPTER 7 is an original research article published online ahead of 

print in Neurology which describes the treatment effect of EVT compared to medical 

management in patients presenting with low stroke severity by performing a propensity–score 

matched analysis. CHAPTER 8, not in manuscript format, provides further discussion of the 

work presented in Chapters 5 through 7, future directions, and conclusions. In part, it utilizes a 

book chapter published in the Handbook of Neuroemergency Trials. Each chapter contains 

individually numbered reference lists. A complete bibliography of all cited works in alphabetical 

order appears at the end of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3 Long–Term Outcome of Endovascular Therapy for Ischemic Stroke  

This chapter is comprised of an editorial originally published in Nature Reviews Neurology: 

Zerna C., Goyal M. Long–term outcome of endovascular therapy for ischemic stroke. Nature 

Reviews Neurology 2017; 13, 387–388. This chapter comments on the sustainability of efficacy 

of endovascular treatment for acute ischemic stroke due to proximal anterior circulation large 

vessel occlusion. 

3.1 Summary 

In patients with acute ischemic stroke resulting from anterior circulation occlusion, 

endovascular therapy provides greater long–term benefits than does intravenous tissue 

Plasminogen activator (IVtPA). However, further improvement of systems of care and research 

regarding adjunct therapies is still needed. 

3.2 Commentary 

Advances in stroke imaging, availability of new thrombectomy devices, and emphasis by 

neurovascular care teams on speed of workflow have paved the way for success of six 

randomized controlled trials of EVT for acute ischemic stroke (Figure 5). In October 2014, the 

MR CLEAN investigators were the first to report superiority of EVT for acute ischemic stroke 

caused by anterior circulation occlusion.
1
 This result led to early termination of enrolment for 

four other trials of endovascular therapy: ESCAPE, EXTEND–IA, SWIFT–PRIME, and 

REVASCAT. A meta–analysis of these trials, all of which used modified Rankin Scale (mRS) 

score at 90 days as their primary outcome, showed that patients who received EVT had 

significantly reduced disability compared with those who received standard medical treatment 
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(OR 2.49, 95 % CI 1.76–3.53; P < 0.0001).
2
 Now, the MR CLEAN and REVASCAT 

investigators have published long–term follow–up results at two years and one year, 

respectively.
3, 4

  

 

Figure 5: Endovascular Treatment in Acute Ischemic Stroke 

From left to right: a | CT angiography showing left middle cerebral artery occlusion. b | First conventional 

angiography run confirming left middle cerebral artery occlusion. c | Retrieved thrombus with the stent 

retriever device that was used. d | Final conventional angiography run showing restored flow to the left 

middle cerebral artery territory. 

 

In total, 391 of 500 patients enrolled in MR CLEAN (78.2 %) had two–year follow–up 

data and were included in the analysis, which resulted in an adjusted OR of 1.68 (95 % CI 1.15–

2.45) for distribution of mRS scores, in favor of EVT over conventional treatment.
3
 The 

REVASCAT investigators also found a persistent benefit of endovascular therapy: analysis of 

mRS scores at one year, which were available for 205 of 206 patients (99.5 %), resulted in an 

adjusted OR of 1.80 (95 % CI 1.02–2.99).
4
 These results are not surprising in view of the fact 

that acute ischemic stroke is an episodic event and not a chronic illness. If one adequately treats 

the initial stroke event and subsequently controls the underlying risk factors that originally led to 

the occurrence of the stroke, then the initial effect size of interventional treatment compared with 

conservative treatment will be preserved. 
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This concept of preserved effect was previously demonstrated in the initial trial of tPA 

versus standard medical therapy for acute ischemic stroke that was published in 1995.
5
 In this 

trial, the primary outcome (mRS score) measured at three months favored treatment with tPA; 

similarly, the long–term six–month and 12–month data continued to show outcomes in favor of 

the tPA arm.
6
 The study group did not collect data on subsequent treatment of patients beyond 

three months, but no meaningful differences were apparent between the groups with regard to 

carotid endarterectomy, use of anticoagulant or antiplatelet agents, antihypertensive treatment, or 

hospitalization for any cause within the first three months. Consequently, the observation of 

early beneficial effects that persisted for one year strongly suggests that the improved outcome 

was due to treatment with tPA.
6
  

Information regarding vital status at two years post–stroke was available for 459 of 500 

patients enrolled in the MR CLEAN trial. The cumulative two–year mortality was 26.0 % in the 

EVT group and 31.0 % in the control group (adjusted HR 0.9, 95 % CI 0.6–1.2, P = 0.46).
3
 The 

increase in mortality in both groups compared with the 90–day follow–up data observed in the 

MR CLEAN trial is part of the natural history of the disease, as many patients with severe 

disability (mRS = 5) have limited life expectancy, probably owing to multiple factors, including 

pneumonia, other infections, and deep vein thrombosis with pulmonary embolism. 

The long–term follow–up results of the MR CLEAN and REVASCAT trials show a 

similar degree of superiority of endovascular therapy over control therapy to the 90–day results. 

The REVASCAT investigators found that 89 % of the treatment effect at one year was already 

observed at 90 days, and 80 % of the treatment effect at one year was already observed at five 

days.
4
 If the effect of an acute therapy (either tPA or endovascular therapy) on the initial post–
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stroke deficit is maintained, it is only logical to conclude that early outcome predicts the results 

of long–term outcome measures. This association is also a reflection of the success of strategies 

aimed at secondary prevention of acute stroke. Similarly to REVASCAT, the ESCAPE 

investigators found that early post–baseline markers of stroke severity (NIH Stroke Scale 

trajectory) in the first 48 hours post–stroke could accurately predict outcomes among individuals 

treated with endovascular therapy.
7
  

These trials have had a major effect on stroke treatment, but further improvement is 

required. Implementation science has come a long way since the evidence–based movement took 

root to promote higher–quality, patient–focused care, but patients still receive substandard, 

variable care that is all too frequently inappropriate and unsafe.
8
 A number of patients with 

LVOs are probably missing out on treatment because of a lack of timely access to the appropriate 

hospital, rapid brain death, and/or technical challenges to achieving rapid reperfusion. Although 

endovascular therapy increases initial treatment costs, this approach is projected to improve 

quality–adjusted life expectancy and reduce health–care costs over a lifetime horizon compared 

with tPA.
9
 Reorganization of regional transport systems should be prioritized in order to expand 

access to endovascular therapy and organize systems of care to shorten door–to–reperfusion 

times, as well as to centralize treatment to high–volume comprehensive stroke centers with 

coverage 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
10

 Improved technology and training of frontline 

staff are needed to better triage patients who are likely to be suitable candidates for EVT. 

The success of endovascular therapy has created an effective human–ischemia–

reperfusion model. Testing of new treatments in the pre–hospital arena or at primary stroke 
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centers will facilitate knowledge translation from animal work into patients, and could result in 

promising adjunct therapies that prevent infarct growth.  
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CHAPTER 4 Methods 

This chapter contains all methodologies used in this thesis. Due to manuscript space limits, the 

methods sections in the manuscript–based chapters 5 through 7 are brief. The following pages 

will serve as an expansion on those methodologies. Section 4.1 will explain the necessity for 

evidence of the benefits of endovascular treatment beyond the randomized controlled trials. 

Section 4.2 pertains directly to methods used in CHAPTER 5, section 4.3 pertains directly to the 

methods used in CHAPTER 6, and section 4.4 pertains directly to the methods used in 

CHAPTER 7. 

4.1 External Validity 

The validity of a study is usually separated into two components: internal validity of the 

inferences as they pertain to members of the source population (from which was sampled), and 

external validity of the inferences as they pertain to people outside of that population (also called 

the target population).
1
 The internal validity of a study will be strengthened if the researcher is 

either able to perform random probability sampling from the defined source population or 

minimize selection bias during the sampling process if one is unable to perform random 

probability sampling. Once internal validity has been established, external validity or 

generalizability is the “big picture” interpretation of a study’s results and judges how they can be 

applied beyond the source population (or how representative they are of the target population).
2
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4.1.1 Randomized Controlled Trials 

Randomized controlled trials are conducted to prove efficacy, meaning that the outcome 

is a preferably pure effect of the exposure under strictly controlled conditions.
3
 These strictly 

controlled conditions usually include: 

 comparison to placebo or standard medical treatment control group 

 stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 standardized exposure (applied by the research team) 

 objective outcome measurement (usually blinded meaning without knowledge 

whether the exposure occurred or not) 

 monitored compliance and attrition 

In case those conditions are met, they result in high internal validity.  

The results from randomized controlled trials are then often broadly generalized to the 

target population and assumed to have external validity, even though the study sample was 

derived by using stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria, rather than being a random population 

probability sample.
2
 For example, the randomized controlled trials published in 2015/2016 

evaluating EVT have only included a few patients with presenting NIHSS below 5 points, 

presentation beyond 12 hours from symptom onset, very elderly patients, more distal occlusions 

of the anterior circulation, or patients with pre–existing disability. However, in clinical practice, 

EVT is offered to these patients even though the benefit–risk ratio might not be clear. 

Randomized controlled trials sometimes also lack generalizability as they have short 

study periods or insufficient cohort sizes to identify rare but serious adverse events related to the 
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treatment, might rely on surrogate markers to save time and costs, and select high-risk patients to 

have an adequate number of end points.
4
  

Generalizability does not necessarily mean that a research study replication in a different 

population would lead to the exact same results. If a study were to be replicated in a different 

population (hospital/region/country), results might differ not because the exposure–outcome 

association changes but because of varying exposure, outcome and extraneous variable 

frequency in the now studied populations. These other populations are likely different in many 

ways but are not fundamentally different in ways that would affect the conclusion about the 

exposure–outcome association.
2
 But due to financial restraints, limited resources and loss of 

equipoise for randomized clinical trials, research studies are usually not replicated in different 

settings to prove that this is actually true. Of course there are some cases in which 

generalizability is actually violated when the underlying pathophysiology is argued to be 

substantially different between source and target population (i.e. strokes in cancer patients might 

develop differently due to the hormonal and immunogen changes the body undergoes when a 

tumor is present). 

Current evidence-based grading systems are favoring randomized controlled trials which 

may lead to inadequate consideration of alternative sources of evidence which are explained in 

the following.
5
  

4.1.2 Pragmatic and Registry–based Randomized Trials 

Effectiveness compared to efficacy research acknowledges that the outcome might be a 

combination effect of the exposure plus effects from placebo, undeclared concomitant exposures, 

and social desirability or context factors.
3
 Effectiveness does not ask if an exposure can have an 
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effect on the outcome under controlled circumstances but rather whether the exposure does have 

an effect on the outcome in a real–world setting.  

Common features of effectiveness research are
3
: 

 rarely compare to a placebo control group  

 wider (more inclusive) inclusion and exclusion criteria 

 exposure is not standardized and mirrors clinical practice 

 possibly subjective outcome measurements 

 compliance and attrition are not monitored 

One type of study to address this question of effectiveness within a real–world setting is a 

so–called pragmatic trial. The main advantage of a pragmatic trial is that it potentially enhances 

generalizability since inclusion and exclusion criteria might be broader and the exposure and 

follow–up assessments may more closely mirror the real world and routine clinical practice. 

Common criticism includes the high rates of loss to follow–up, non–adherence to the exposure, 

and unblinded exposures.
6
 These issues are challenging but also part of the real–world clinical 

care where patients sometimes do not attend follow–up visits, stop taking their medication, and 

are aware of their treatments as are their healthcare providers. These issues need to be addressed 

in order for them to not cause a biased estimate which can for example be done by avoiding 

additional and artificial follow–up visits, intention–to–treat analysis, and objective outcome 

measurements. Another common criticism is that pragmatic trials often need a larger sample size 

to detect small effects in heterogeneous populations because there is a lot of “noise” to the 

signal.
6
 This criticism suggests that pragmatic trials might not be a good use of research funds or 

their conduct might not be feasible. To address this, utilization of existing resources is a key 
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feature. Within healthcare, there is a huge collection of so–called secondary data (data that have 

not been generated for research purposes) for administrative or policy–related purposes. These 

secondary data have been stored in registries to inform about health trends, healthcare provider 

billings, and other topics. The number and comprehensiveness of registries has increased in 

recent years due to the use of electronic health records for data retrieval as well as soft– and 

hardware that are able to capture and store these large amounts of data. Registry–based 

randomized trials use existing registries as a platform for patient identification and follow–up 

assessments and are thus a special form of pragmatic trials. Their main advantage is the lower 

cost since an infrastructure is already in place. However, disadvantages might be the low data 

quality (depending on the initial purpose of the registry) and ethical issues (informed consent, 

withdrawal, and monitoring) in addition to the ones explained for all pragmatic trials above. 

Pragmatic trials in general and registry–based randomized trials more specifically are 

methodologies to address effectiveness research questions but their potential disadvantages need 

to be acknowledged and addressed during the design stage of such a trial. 

4.1.3 Observational Studies 

Randomization is a desirable feature of research studies since it controls for measured 

and unmeasured confounding during the design stage of the study and the effect of the outcome 

can be more easily attributed to the exposure but it is only possible in such scenarios where 

equipoise exists. In an observational study, the exposure is not randomly assigned but its 

occurrence is instead observed. 
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Observational studies are helpful for the following scenarios: 

 An exposure is known to be harmful or beneficial but the magnitude of effect 

outside of a randomized controlled trial might be of interest for policy decisions 

and public health interventions. 

 Equipoise exists and resources to run an explanatory or pragmatic trial are not 

available but a research question needs to be answered. 

 An exposure cannot be randomized (such as certain lifestyle choices, being 

female, having a low socioeconomic status…) 

 Complimentary evidence of effectiveness in addition to randomized controlled 

trials needs to be obtained before recommendations and guidelines are changed. 

 Generating of new research hypotheses. 

Criticisms of observational studies have been the potential of bias from unknown or 

unmeasured confounding variables and the belief that such studies overestimate treatment 

effects.
5
 However, a prior study that used meta-analyses to identify randomized controlled trials 

and observational studies that examined the same clinical topics found that well-designed 

observational studies did not systematically overestimate the magnitude of association and had 

less variability in point estimates than the randomized controlled trials.
7
 Of course the four main 

types of observational studies (cohort studies, case-control-studies, cross-sectional studies, and 

ecologic studies) each have their strengths and weaknesses but not considering observational 

studies when randomized controlled trial data are unavailable just leaves health care providers 

with large information gaps. The goal of research must thus be actionable data that have been 
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derived in a transparent and objective way (with acknowledgement of methodological 

limitations) and are sufficient for clinical and public health decision making.
4
  

This dissertation contains several observational studies to expand the evidence of EVT 

for acute ischemic stroke focusing on patient–centered outcomes, the population–level impact of 

EVT, and the effectiveness of EVT in patients presenting with mild stroke symptoms. The 

methods of those observational studies are explained in more detail in the following with Section 

4.2 pertaining directly to methods used in CHAPTER 5, section 4.3 pertaining directly to the 

methods used in CHAPTER 6, and section 4.4 pertaining directly to the methods used in 

CHAPTER 7. 

4.2 Analyzing Ordinal Data 

4.2.1 Ordinal Data as Stroke Outcomes 

The stroke literature and stroke research encompass all different types of data, both 

categorical and continuous. Categorical data have meaningful categories and are either nominal 

(the categories can be named but have no implied order) or ordinal (the categories can be ranked 

but have no mathematical properties). Continuous data can be divided into infinitely smaller 

categories and can consist of ones that have both interval (the order and difference between 

levels is meaningful but there is no absolute zero) and ratio properties (the order and difference 

between levels is meaningful and there is an absolute zero) and ones that just have interval but 

no ratio properties. Table 3 shows examples for the types of data that have been utilized in this 

thesis, the scale they have been analyzed on and the properties of such scale. 
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Table 3: Types of Data 

Type of Data Scale Meaningful properties of 

scale 

Examples in this thesis 

Categorical Data    

Nominal Data Nominal 

scale 

  

Ordinal Data Ordinal scale Order mRS, miFUNCTION 

 Count Data Ratio scale Order, distance, absolute 

zero value 

90-day home-time 

Continuous Data    

 Interval scale Order, distance  

 Ratio scale Order, distance, absolute 

zero value 

 

 

An example of ordinal data is the mRS which is the most commonly used outcome 

variable in stroke research to quantify post–stroke disability. The mRS consists of seven levels 

covering the entire range of functional outcomes post–stroke from no symptoms to death.
8
 The 

assigned numbers 0 to 6 make it possible to order the functional outcome scores hierarchically 

but these levels have no mathematical properties, meaning that the disability of a mRS score of 4 

is not twice the disability of the score of 2 and the difference in disability between a mRS score 

of 0 and 1 (no symptoms at all vs. mild symptoms) is not the same as the difference in disability 

between 5 and 6 (completely dependent vs. dead). But the levels are easy to grasp and a single–

point improvement on the scale is clinically meaningful as it usually means that the patient 

regained independence in at least one area of their lives. The miFUNCTION scale, introduced 

and assessed in CHAPTER 5, is another example of ordinal data. It consists of 16 levels covering 

the entire range of functional outcomes post-stroke in more detail. 
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4.2.2 Dichotomizing Ordinal Data 

Non–parametric test statistics (e.g. logistic regression analysis) do not make any 

assumption about the underlying distribution of the outcome variable which is why they are used 

for categorical data (including ordinal data) which are not normally distributed.  

Ordinal outcome variables with multiple levels might seem to be more difficult to 

analyze. That is why dichotomization of ordinal outcome variables has been used to simplify the 

statistical analysis and make results more intuitive (disease has occurred or not occurred; clinical 

improvement has occurred or not occurred). This is done by either utilizing cut points that have 

been used in prior research studies or the median of the study sample. However, there are several 

problems when dichotomizing ordinal outcome variables which are described and illustrated 

below:
 9 - 11

  

 Information is lost because different outcome levels are merged together. For 

example, if an exposure variable had a mild effect across all levels of the outcome 

variable mRS (shifting 1 to 0, 2 to 1, 3 to 2, and so on), it would be difficult to 

detect since dichotomization makes many of these effects go unnoticed as they 

now occur within the newly merged categories (Figure 6). The outcomes of the 

exposed and unexposed groups now seem more similar to one another than they 

actually are which would support the null hypothesis that no difference exists. 

Thus, the statistical power (and sample size) to detect a true association between 

the exposure variable and the outcome variable would need to be increased under 

these conditions. 
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Figure 6: Loss of Information when Dichotomizing an Ordinal Variable 

Diagram illustrating the actual effect of the exposure on the ordinal outcome variable (above) and the 

remaining effect that would be detectable once the ordinal outcome variable is dichotomized (below). 

 

 Data points that are close to one another but now on opposite sides of the cut point 

are classified as being very different even though they are rather similar. This 

might influence the interpretation of the exposure–outcome association of interest. 

 The merging of categories could lead to a higher variability of extraneous 

variables within the newly merged categories and thus residual confounding even 

though its adjustment in the analysis stage has been tried. Residual confounding 

can distort the exposure–outcome association of interest.  

 A dose–response relationship between the exposure variable and the outcome 

variable cannot be displayed. That could influence the judgement of causality of 

the association and hinder a better understanding of the underlying mechanism 

that would inform future research hypotheses and studies. 
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 Dichotomization focuses on only one health state transition (the one across the cut 

point) but ignores positive and negative effects that occur at other health state 

transitions (Figure 7, Figure 8). Not capturing beneficial or harmful associations 

between the exposure or outcome variable could lead to either not pursuing 

promising prevention strategies and treatments or making harmful 

recommendations regarding prevention strategies and treatments, respectively. If 

harmful associations are not captured in early study phases, subsequent studies 

that are destined to fail would be conducted wasting healthcare resources. 

 

Figure 7: Missing the Effect when Dichotomizing an Ordinal Variable 

A clustering of effects of the exposure variable on the ordinal outcome variable occurs at both ends of the 

scale (above) but neither of them is captured by a dichotomization of the ordinal outcome variable in the 

middle of the scale (below). 
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Figure 8: Missing Important Health Transitions when Dichotomizing an Ordinal Variable 

A beneficial effect of the exposure variable on the ordinal outcome variable occurs at the lower end of the 

scale and a harmful one at the upper end of the scale (above) but the dichotomization of the ordinal 

outcome variable only captures a benefit in the middle of the scale and ignores the harm (below). 

 

 By anticipation of the outcome variable distribution (for example the exposure is 

life–saving but not disability–sparing), the cut point might be chosen for efficacy 

reasons so that a statistically significant association is likely to be found. 

However, the results of those efficacy efforts might not have any clinical 

importance because patients might value the change from severe to moderate or 

minor disability more than surviving heavily disabled just for the sake of 

surviving. 

 Since cut points are chosen arbitrarily, the differences in methods and results will 

hamper a later meta–analysis of data when trying to combine different studies that 

have utilized such dichotomization methods. 
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4.2.3 Advanced Ordinal Data Analysis Methods 

The above issues demonstrate why reducing an ordinal outcome variable to a binary 

outcome variable can lead to erroneous results and complicate the interpretation of the exposure–

outcome association. Other methods are able to retain the inherent ranking of data and can 

produce measures of effect that summarize an association across all levels of the ordinal outcome 

variable.
12

 These methods can analyze ordinal outcome variables as their numerical ranked levels 

if the intervals between the consecutive levels are considered to be equivalent.
13

 According to a 

survey, stroke physicians and patients in Western countries value health state transitions across 

all the mRS scores, with the frequent exception of transitions from severe disability (mRS 5) to 

death (mRS 6), which is why these two levels could be collapsed into a single worst outcome 

category and then all intervals between consecutive levels could be considered equivalent.
14

  

The most commonly used ordinal regression method is the proportional odds model 

which can be thought of as a logistic regression for each cut-point across the mRS and then a 

calculation of a summary OR under the assumption that the individual ORs are the same 

(proportional odds assumption).
15

 This delivers a clinically interpretable parameter but the 

proportional odds assumption needs to be met and the summary OR risks being misinterpreted as 

a simple OR instead of an average across multiple thresholds.  

Another option to analyze ordinal data like the mRS scale is a permutation test. By doing 

so, patients with a specific mRS score in the treatment group (e.g. mRS score 0) are matched 

with all other respective mRS scores in the comparator group (e.g. mRS scores 1 through 6) so 

that the number of pairs of patients is simply the product of the number of patients in each 

combination.
15

 The number of pairs where the mRS score for the treatment is higher, lower, or 
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tied with the comparator is then expressed as percentages, respectively. This allows a meaningful 

statement to both patients and healthcare providers that out of 100 patients given a treatment 

instead of the comparator, x number of patients will be better with the treatment, whereas x 

number of patients will be better with the comparator, and x number of patients appear the same 

with either treatment. The approach is flexible for the analysis of confounding and effect 

modification, uses the entire spectrum of the mRS, and avoids the proportional odds assumption 

which means that intervals between consecutive levels of the ordinal variable do not need to be 

equivalent.
15

  

Even though methods exist to preserve the inherent ranking of ordinal data, all possible 

individual dichotomizations were used to assess the performance of miFUNCTION across every 

possible cut–point of the disability spectrum. This allowed a more detailed comparison with the 

currently most commonly used scale in stroke research (mRS) while avoiding the above–

mentioned disadvantages of dichotomizing at a single cut-point only. 

4.3 Displaying and Analyzing Count Data  

If observations can only take non–negative integer values (numbers that can be written 

without fractional components) such data are called count data. Analyzing count data can be 

challenging and suboptimal strategies include rescaling count data to a set of categories and 

using cross–tabulation or even collapsing the count data to a dichotomy so that they can be 

analyzed using logistic regression analysis.
16

 As already explained above, these approaches can 

lead to a loss of information depending on the chosen cut–point, a loss of statistical power, and 

the count data likely violate assumptions that need to be met for certain statistical methods. More 
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appropriate methods to graphically display and analyze count data exist and are discussed in 

more detail below. 

4.3.1 Displaying Count Data 

Violin plots are a more advanced method of graphical data distribution assessment 

compared to the conventional box plot as they draw a kernel density plot around a box plot as 

shown (Figure 9). Thus, violin plots are especially useful when assessing multimodal data. The 

white dot represents the median, the thicker gray bar the interquartile range (IQR), and the 

thinner gray line represents the rest of the distribution (aside from outliers which are beyond the 

distance of 1.5 times the IQR from the 25
th

 or 75
th

 percentile). The violin shape is the kernel 

density plot which illustrates the probability of a subject to take on a given value. The wider the 

shape of the violin plot, the higher the probability. 

The patient–centered outcome that is used in CHAPTER 6 is 90–day home–time. Home‐

time refers to the number of days that the patient was back at his/her respective premorbid living 

situation without an increase in level of care within 90 days of the index stroke event. The 

premorbid living situation was determined from administrative health data and was assigned as 

any form of continuing care facility if that is where the patient had resided in the two‐week 

period before the index stroke admission or was otherwise inferred to be the private home. By 

definition, patients who died in hospital after the index stroke admission have a home‐time of 0 

days. Since 90–day home–time had a bimodal distribution in the cohort studied in CHAPTER 6 

due to excess zero counts and many counts around 80–90 days home–time, the use of violin plots 

was the most appropriate way to present the data. 
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Figure 9: Violin Plot 

The violin plot displays the data as a hybrid of a box–whisker–plot and a kernel density function. 

 

4.3.2 Analyzing Count Data 

One method for analyzing count data is Poisson regression analysis. Poisson regression 

analysis assumes the logarithm of the dependent variable can be modeled by a linear 

combination of independent variables. The dependent variable is a count that follows a Poisson 

distribution meaning that its mean and variance are equal. 

However, if the count data show more dispersion (variability) than the Poisson 

distribution and regression model can account for, a negative binomial regression model can be 

considered. A negative binomial regression model can analyze count data that follow a negative 
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binomial distribution. This model loosens the more restrictive assumption made by the Poisson 

model that the variance needs to be equal to the mean.
16

  

In many cases as well as in using the patient–centered outcome of 90–days home–time 

the distribution of the data requires an even more sophisticated analysis method. The amount of 

days that can be spent at home during the first 90 days is 0 at the minimum and 90 at the 

maximum (if patients were theoretically to be discharged on the same day of the procedure). 

Since many patients did not return to their home or prior residence within 90 days of the index 

stroke as they stayed in hospital, a rehabilitation facility or were transferred to a long–term care 

facility, the data utilized for the comparative effectiveness research in CHAPTER 6 had frequent 

zero-value observations.
17

 One option to accommodate would be to use a zero–inflated negative 

binomial regression model which is based on a zero–inflated probability distribution and thus 

allows for frequent zero–valued observations. However, zero-inflated models estimate two 

equations simultaneously, one for the positive count model and one for the frequent zero-value 

observations with both depending on the same variables. But in the case of 90–days home–time, 

a model is needed that allows the determination of the outcome variable’s value when it assumes 

a count to depend on different variables from those determining the initial probability of 

occurrence versus non-occurrence (frequent zero-value observations) of the outcome. 

For such circumstances, John C. Cragg developed the Cragg hurdle regression model.
18

 

With a hurdle model there are two processes, one generating the frequent zero-value 

observations and one generating the positive count values but these two models are not 

constrained to be the same (i.e. they can depend on different variables). As a first process of the 

Cragg hurdle regression model, a Bernoulli probability directs the binary outcome of 0 (failure, 
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hurdle is not crossed, patient does not return to home within 90 days after stroke) or 1 (success 

defined as any positive (non–zero) count, hurdle is crossed, patient does return home within 90 

days after stroke). As a second process of the model, once the hurdle is crossed, a truncated‐at‐

zero count model dictates the conditional distribution of the positive count values (actual days 

spent back at home).
17

  

4.3.3 Evaluating Count Data Analysis Methods 

Multiple aspects of the distribution of data are of interest including the amount of (over–) 

dispersion, skewness or shape, and whether there are frequent zero-value observations when 

assessing the goodness of fit of any regression model.
19

 One way to do so is assessing so–called 

rootograms. A rootogram plots rectangular bars for the observed frequencies and a curve for the 

expected frequencies on a square–root scale to graphically compare the two. Rootograms can be 

plotted in a standing, hanging or suspended style. The standing rootogram simply plots the 

rectangular bars for the observed frequencies and a curve for the expected frequencies. The 

hanging rootogram aligns all deviations between observed and expected frequencies along the 

horizontal axis by having the rectangular bars representing the observed frequencies drawn 

downward from the expected frequencies curve. It is thus easier to visually assess the deviations 

between the two. The suspended rootogram emphasizes mainly the deviations (rather than the 

observed frequencies) and draws rectangular bars for the differences between expected and 

observed frequencies. 

To determine the most appropriate regression model to analyze the 90–day home–time, 

hanging rootograms were plotted for visual assessments (Figure 10, Figure 11). 
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Figure 10: Hanging Rootogram for Cragg Hurdle Regression Model 

The rootogram for the Cragg hurdle regression model shows that the data exhibit fewer middle value 

counts as well as many large value counts. 
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Figure 11: Hanging Rootogram for Zero–Inflated Negative Binomial Regression 

The rootogram for the zero–inflated negative binomial regression model shows that the data have way too 

few small value counts and too many large value counts (with the much larger range on the y–axis 

compared to the hanging rootogram for the Cragg hurdle regression model). 

 

The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is another assessment for the quality of a 

statistical model applied to a certain set of data. A statistical model as a representation of the 

data–generating process will almost never be exact and thus encounter some loss of information. 

The AIC represents the relative amount of information that was lost by using a statistical model 

and thus indirectly speaks to the quality of that statistical model for the given data.
20

 The lower 
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the AIC, the lower the loss of information and thus the more appropriate the statistical model 

selection. 

The AIC for the Cragg hurdle regression model was 4699.299. The AIC for the zero–

inflated negative binomial regression model was 5413.309. Taking both the graphical assessment 

via the hanging rootogram as well as the AIC into consideration, it was decided that the Cragg 

hurdle regression model was the more appropriate fit for the data utilized for the comparative 

effectiveness research in CHAPTER 6. 

4.4 Addressing Confounding in Observational Studies 

4.4.1 Controlling Confounding in the Design Stage 

Confounding in the design stage of a study can be controlled by restriction (patients who 

have been exposed to a potential confounding variable are excluded from the study), 

randomization (due to the law of large numbers, the distribution of confounding variables will be 

approximately equal between groups due to random assignment of exposure) or matching 

(selecting an exposed and unexposed patient who share the characteristic of (non–)exposure to a 

confounding variable).
21 

4.4.2 Controlling Confounding in the Analysis Stage 

Confounding in the analysis stage of a study can be controlled by stratification (dividing 

the study population by the value of a third variable and calculating an effect measure of the 

exposure–outcome association within each stratum), regression modelling (effect estimate of the 

model is adjusted for the effect of potential confounders that are included in the model), 
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instrumental variable analysis (isolating average direct effects of the exposure on the outcome 

independent of unobserved sources of variability)or matching. 

4.4.3 Matching 

Retrospective cohort studies often choose non-contemporaneous controls as their non–

exposure group. For example, the project detailed in CHAPTER 7 of this thesis retrospectively 

identified acute stroke patients with CTA proven anterior circulation occlusion and admission 

NIHSS ≤ 6. For this purpose, EVT data from the Safe Implementation of Treatments in Stroke—

Thrombectomy registry (SITS–TBY) were retrieved and compared to the medical management 

data derived from the INTERRSeCT and PROVE–IT study. These individuals in the SITS-TBY 

registry have suffered an acute ischemic stroke due to a LVO and have been given with EVT as 

per the health provider’s discretion. They were chosen to receive EVT because they had a 

perceived lower risk than other patients and were expected to benefit. This phenomenon is called 

“confounding by indication” and means that the individuals who receive the treatment likely 

differ in terms of their (prognostic) extraneous variables from those that did not receive treatment 

in the control group consistent of data from the INTERRSeCT and PROVE–IT study.
22

 With 

stroke specifically this could mean that the individuals who received the EVT were more likely 

younger and overall healthier (i.e. had less comorbidities). The non–randomized indication for 

the treatment therefore confounds or distorts the exposure–outcome association of interest and 

affects the magnitude of the estimated effect of the treatment. However, since the results of this 

thesis are aimed to aid policy–makers with decisions regarding resource allocation, it is 

paramount that the estimated effects are as close as possible to the true effect.  
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In such circumstances, when randomization is not available, matching can be used to 

generate a non–exposed group that is similar in its distribution of extraneous variables to the 

exposed group.
22

 The differences between the treatment and control group can no longer be the 

results of the potential confounding variables. However, matching can only account for 

imbalances of known and accurately measured potential confounding variables. Unknown and 

imprecisely measured potential confounding variables can still lead to residual confounding.  

Another potential drawback of matching is, that it makes the exposed and non–exposed 

individuals and controls similar in terms of the matching factors but if these factors are strongly 

associated with the exposure, it can also make exposed and non–exposed individuals similar in 

terms of exposure and thus bias the estimated effect towards null.
23

  

4.4.3.1 Propensity Score Matching 

Matching can be done on one or several potential confounding variables. However, a 

more sophisticated method is to use a single score derived out of multiple potential confounding 

variables that estimates the probability of receiving the treatment. This score is called propensity 

score. 

Two individuals, one of whom received treatment and the other did not, can be compared 

during the analysis if their propensity scores are similar (i.e. having a similar probability of 

receiving treatment). There are different matching algorithms that can utilize the propensity 

scores and they should technically all yield similar results if the sample size is large enough. 

However, with smaller sample sizes the performance of the matching algorithm depends on the 

data structure of the groups. There are four different groups of matching algorithms as further 

explained below:  
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 Nearest Neighbor Matching: A treated subject is matched to that untreated subject 

whichever has the closest propensity score. This matching algorithm can be 

performed with replacement (i.e. an untreated subject can be used several times) 

or without replacement (i.e. an untreated subject can only be matched once and is 

no longer available for further matching). If nearest neighbor matching is done 

without replacement, the quality of the matching depends on the order in which 

the subjects are being matched and it should thus be ensured that a random order 

is being followed.
24

 This matching algorithm does not differentiate if the nearest 

neighbor is close or far away so the quality of the matching depends on the 

propensity score distribution in the treatment and control group. 

 Caliper and Radius Matching: For each treated subject, an untreated subject is 

only chosen as a matching partner if it lies within a caliper (propensity score 

range) of the treated subject and thus poor matches are avoided if the nearest 

neighbor is far away. However, this means that some treated subjects will not find 

a match within the given caliper and be dropped from the matching process and 

the sample size decreases. Another variation of this matching algorithm is called 

radius matching and uses all untreated subjects within a certain radius from a 

treated subject as matches. A drawback might be to define/determine the most 

appropriate caliper or radius values ahead of time.
24

  

 Stratification and Interval Matching: With this algorithm, the propensity score 

range of both the treated and untreated subject that have common support is 

divided into strata and the matching process continues within each stratum. A 
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criticism is that the number of strata will affect the quality of matching. One 

possibility to correct this is to first check if propensity scores between treated and 

untreated subjects are balanced within each strata and secondly, check the balance 

of the potential confounding variables to see if the propensity score was correctly 

specified.
24

  

 Kernel and Local Linear Matching: These two algorithms use the weighted 

averages of a number or even all of the untreated subjects to create a match for 

each treated subject. Depending on the distance between the propensity score of 

the untreated subject and the treated subject, different kernel weights are 

utilized.
24

 An advantage is that the variance is lower because more information is 

utilized to determine the matching partner. However, since a number or even all 

untreated subjects are used, this could include poor matches (meaning they have 

dissimilar propensity scores). 

4.4.4 Propensity Score Matching with Counterfactual Outcomes 

To avoid dropping observations and reducing the sample size, advanced matching 

algorithms can work with potential or so–called counterfactual outcomes. Estimation of how 

much a treatment has changed the frequency of the outcome is done by estimating the frequency 

of the outcome in a case where the patient not been treated and compare the two.
1
 However, 

because the patient was treated, the absence of treatment is counterfactual and cannot be 

observed. Therefore the outcome frequency in the non–treated group is observed as a substitute. 

The same is done for the untreated subjects where the treated group is observed as a substitute 

for the counterfactual. Propensity score matching estimators in an advanced matching algorithm 
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impute the missing counterfactual outcome for each subject by using an average of the outcomes 

of similar subjects that receive the other treatment level. Similarity between subjects is based on 

propensity score using the nearest–neighbor method with replacement. The treatment effect is 

then computed by taking the average of the difference between the observed and counterfactual 

outcomes for each subject. Thus each observation is utilized during the advanced matching 

algorithm and the sample size is not reduced. This advanced matching algorithm was used in 

CHAPTER 7. 

4.4.5 Propensity Score Matching Diagnostics 

It is very important to check the overlap and area of common support of propensity 

scores between the treated and untreated groups. This can be done visually using overlap plots or 

numerically by comparing their minima and maxima or the density distribution of propensity 

scores in each group. Both of these matching diagnostics have been utilized in CHAPTER 7. 

Observations with no common support usually get dropped from the dataset. For the remaining 

observations for which common support has been established, a matching algorithm must be 

chosen. Once the matching algorithm has been executed, the balance of confounding variables 

between the treatment and the control group should be checked. Such balance diagnostics should 

include comparing the means and prevalences of single covariates between treated and untreated 

subjects as well as graphical comparisons of the distribution of continuous variables between 

treated and untreated subjects. Since the propensity score should function as a balancing score, 

these steps serve as a test as to whether the propensity-score model has been adequately 

specified.
25

 It can be challenging to choose which confounding factors should be included in the 

model to calculate the propensity score. Including too few variables could lead to residual 
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confounding as not all known factors that influenced the treatment decision have been 

considered and thus a difference between treatment and control might actually be due to the still 

existing differences in baseline characteristics. Including too many variables may lead to higher 

variability of the estimated propensity scores and thus difficulties with the common support or 

overlap between the propensity scores in the treatment and control group. Balancing diagnostics 

will help determine if the propensity score model needs further adjustment. 

4.4.6 Other Methods of Using Propensity Scores 

Aside from matching, three other methods of using propensity scores have been 

described: covariate adjustment using propensity scores (using the propensity score as a 

covariate in a multivariate logistic regression model), stratification using propensity scores (for 

example stratifying on the quintiles of the propensity score could be expected to eliminate 

approximately 90 per cent of the bias due to an imbalance of measured confounders), and inverse 

probability of treatment weighting using propensity scores (calculating the probability of 

exposure which is then used as a weight in the subsequent analysis).
25, 26
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CHAPTER 5 Comprehensive Assessment of Disability Post–Stroke Using the Newly 

Developed miFUNCTION Scale 

This chapter comprises of an original research article originally published in the International 

Journal of Stroke: Zerna C, Burley T, Green TL, Dukelow SP, Demchuk AM, Hill MD. 

Comprehensive assessment of disability post–stroke using the newly developed miFUNCTION 

scale. International Journal of Stroke. 2020; 15: 167–174. It describes the development, 

assessment of psychometric properties and utilization of the miFUNCTION scale in a 

randomized controlled trial investigating endovascular treatment in an attempt to overcome the 

shortcoming of the modified Rankin Scale. Due to manuscript brevity, an expansion of the 

methods outlined here can be found in CHAPTER 4. 

5.1 Introduction 

Stroke is a leading cause of death globally and a principal cause of long–term disability 

in industrialized nations.
1
 Advances in thrombolytic therapy, specialized stroke unit care and 

most recently EVT for acute ischemic stroke have significantly improved survival rates and 

increased the number of survivors returning to community.
2 - 4

 However, residual disability 

following stroke presents a significant economic burden with increasing evidence suggesting 

rehabilitation needs up to a year following stroke, including addressing deficits in cognition, 

perception and emotion.
5 - 8

 Established assessment tools are not sensitive enough to accurately 

identify all differences in disability in the stroke population.
9
 In 2000, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) developed a patient–centered International Classification of Functioning, 

Disability and Health (ICF). Depending on the size and location of infarct, a stroke may affect 
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three separate but related functional dimensions: the body dimension (body functions and 

structure), the individual dimension (activity), and the social dimension (participation).
1
 A prior 

review by the European Stroke Organization Outcomes Working Group has identified 47 

outcome measures in stroke trials with mRS, Barthel index (BI), and Stroke Impact Scale (SIS) 

being the most common ones.
10

 The mRS arguably lacks sensitivity at the minor disability end of 

the scale and thus has difficulty to depict the patient's engagement in meaningful life roles.
10 - 12

 

Further, inter–observer variability is high enough to be an important source of misclassification 

error.
13, 14 

Although the BI is considered to have strong validity, a key weakness is the 

floor/ceiling effect when trying to measure change at the extreme ends of the scale.
15

 Even 

though the quality of life assessment is aided by incorporating memory, thinking, and social 

roles, the SIS is time consuming to administer and thus rarely used in the acute stroke setting.
16

 

The diversity of available outcome measures is testament to the current available options being 

imperfect. By recognizing the evolving needs of stroke survivors and an inability to capture 

disability as it is now understood, there exists an opportunity to reconcile this discrepancy with 

the development of a new post–stroke disability measurement tool. This new tool has to mirror 

the successes of the mRS with respect to ease and efficiency of use, while providing a more 

comprehensive assessment of disability following stroke. The purpose of this research was to 

conduct a pilot study for initial psychometric analyses of reliability and validity of a newly 

developed post–stroke disability assessment tool (miFUNCTION) that aligns with ICF, by 

assessing stroke survivors who presented to an outpatient stroke prevention clinic. This research 

also aimed to further evaluate the validity of the miFUNCTION scale by applying it to a clinical 

trial of EVT and compare its performance to other commonly used disability measures. 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Rating Scale Development (2012) 

An inter–disciplinary development team of stroke specialists (stroke neurologist, stroke 

physiatrist, occupational therapists, physical therapist, registered nurse and nurse scientist, all 

with at least 10 years of work experience and all working in both the acute and rehabilitation 

setting across the spectrum of acute care facility to community care) was assembled to develop a 

tool to assess disability following stroke. This was done in co–production between academic and 

non–academic partners. In 2012, this tool named miFUNCTION was iteratively modified by 

consensus. 

The development team met regularly for 10 months, having round table discussions to 

define disability, aspects that were important in each of their patient's assessments, and ensure 

differentiation from similar constructs (e.g., immobility). The construct of disability was framed 

using the WHO ICF with an intended target population of stroke survivors in an outpatient clinic 

follow–up after discharge from hospital. A scoping review of the literature on functional 

outcome scales for stroke was conducted, with a focus on the most commonly used scales (e.g., 

mRS, BI, SIS, Stroke Specific Quality of Life Scale (SS–QOL)) and special consideration that 

the scales should reflect impairment, activity limitation, and participation restriction. Case 

examples of mRS assessment of patients were used to determine areas where difficulties arise. 

Researchers then selected a response format and assembled an initial item pool by 

consensus decision items were then reviewed for face validity by stroke neurologists and allied 

health practitioners external to the original development team, discussed, and either discarded or 

sent back to the development team for revision. Considerations for format selection include: 
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 Type of format (e.g., structured versus unstructured) 

 Number of response options 

 Relevant content 

 Number of response items 

 Clarity of language 

In the present study, these steps were dynamic and iterative, undergoing nine versions 

before settling on the finally implemented format. 

An algorithm was designed and utilized as the data collection tool for the planned pilot 

study (Supplemental Figure I). By prompting evaluators to follow a question tree, it was 

predicted that inter–rater reliability would be maximized, while insuring the appropriate 

questions were included in the assessment. The format of the question tree was used in the pilot 

study. 

5.2.2 Design and Data Collection of Pilot Study (early 2013) 

A pilot study was conducted to do an initial assessment of the psychometric properties of 

miFUNCTION. Ethics approval was obtained from the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board. 

A convenience sample of study participants was recruited from an accessible population of 

stroke survivors in the metropolitan area of Calgary, Alberta, in early 2013. The clinic is located 

at the Foothills Medical Centre, which provides services to over two million people from 

Calgary, southern Alberta, southeastern British Columbia, and southern Saskatchewan. 

Annually, the clinic serves approximately 2500 patients, including stroke survivors as well as 

new referrals from the community (i.e., primary care physicians) and city emergency 

departments. 
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Participants were eligible for inclusion to the study if they had been diagnosed with 

stroke (any severity) within 60 days; this timeframe was established to allow any potential 

stroke–related disability to manifest. Finally, the participants needed to be able to understand 

English or have a family member or other proxy available to respond on their behalf. All patients 

presenting to the Stroke Prevention Clinic who met inclusion/exclusion criteria were eligible for 

the study. A graduate student researcher (SR) in consultation with clinic staff recruited potential 

participants. Clinic staff approached potential participants during the nursing assessment 

component of their clinic visit and asked if they would be interested in participating in the study. 

If agreeable, the SR obtained fully informed and signed consent. A convenience sample of 30 

participants was achieved over the course of five months in early 2013. 

The SR was trained and certified for the mRS. There were five clinic nurses who 

participated in data collection for the study. Each was previously certified for the mRS as well as 

being experienced neuroscience nurses. miFUNCTION was demonstrated for them by the SR 

and each nurse demonstrated understanding of its administration through return demonstration 

and observation by the SR. Further descriptive data were collected by the SR and included the 

participants' hospital identification number, age, and sex. 

First, the clinic nurse administered miFUNCTION as part of the nursing assessment 

component of the clinic visit, followed by the administration of the mRS. Once the clinic nurse 

was done with her assessment, the SR administered the same assessment being blinded to the 

previous results. After the SR had completed the assessments, an informal debrief was conducted 

between the two assessors to illicit any salient observations from the administration of the 
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instruments. The physician/patient interaction portion of the visit variably occurred before or 

after the SR assessment, but these specific data were not gathered. 

5.2.3 Design and Data Collection of ESCAPE Trial (2013 until early 2015) 

Eligibility criteria for the ESCAPE trial have been previously described.
15

 Adults with 

disabling ischemic stroke were enrolled within 12 hours from symptom onset if they had an 

occluded proximal artery in the anterior circulation, a small infarct core and at least moderate 

collateral circulation. The ethics board at each site approved the trial. Participants were 

randomized to receive rapid EVT plus medical treatment or medical treatment alone. Participants 

in both groups could receive IV alteplase according to local guidelines. Demographics, medical 

history, and stroke severity were assessed at baseline. The primary outcome (mRS) as well as 

secondary (miFUNCTION, NIHSS, and BI) and safety outcomes was assessed at 90 days by 

trained personnel unaware of the treatment–group assignments. For ease of implementation as an 

electronic case report form, the format of the miFUNCTION scale was changed into a scoring 

sheet and is shown in Figure 12 as used in the ESCAPE trial. 
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Figure 12: miFUNCTION Score Sheet as Used in the ESCAPE Trial Case Report Forms 
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5.2.4 Data Analysis of Pilot Study 

Standard descriptive statistics were used to measure central tendency and variability of 

patient characteristics. Inter–rater reliability was assessed using the Kappa statistic. Values of 0–

0.20 have been previously defined as slight, 0.21–0.40 as fair, 0.41–0.60 as moderate, 0.61–0.80 

as substantial, and 0.81–1 as almost perfect agreement.
17

  

Convergent validity was established using pairwise correlation against the mRS. 

Correlation coefficients in the order of 0.10 were considered small/weak, those of 0.30 

medium/moderate, and those of 0.50 large/strong in terms of magnitude of effect size.
18

  

5.2.5 Data Analysis of ESCAPE trial 

Standard descriptive statistics were used to measure central tendency and variability of 

patient characteristics. Convergent validity was established using pairwise correlation against the 

mRS, NIHSS, BI score, and 5 Level European Quality Of Life 5 Dimension Scale (EQ5D–5 L) 

score. Criterion validity was assessed using logistic regression analysis. Effect estimates for 

miFUNCTION at 90 days were calculated, with adjustment for age, sex, baseline NIHSS score, 

location of occlusion (internal carotid artery (ICA) vs. MCA segment 1 vs. MCA segment 2), 

and treatment with IV alteplase (yes vs. no). Interaction terms were not included. Backwards 

elimination to reach a parsimonious model was used. Analyses were performed using SPSS 

(Version 19, IBM Analytics, Armonk, NY) and STATA (Stata 14; Stata Corp., College Station, 

TX). 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Pilot Study 

Consecutive patients presenting to the Stroke Prevention Clinic were approached for 

participation in the pilot study. Thirty participants were successfully enrolled during eleven data 

collection events, with only one refusal for participation. The median participant age was 69 

years (IQR 28), consisting of 40 % female participants. Since assessment at the Stroke 

Prevention Clinic required at least sitting mobility, patient's mRS scores ranged from 0 to 4 and 

miFUNCTION scores ranged from 0 to 10 excluding bedridden patients. A detailed summary of 

participant assessments is provided in the Supplemental Table I. 

Inter–rater reliability between the nurse and the SR was moderate for the miFUNCTION 

(κ = 0.585) and substantial for mRS (κ = 0.734). A scatterplot for visualization of the levels of 

agreement can be found in Supplemental Figure II. miFUNCTION and mRS were strongly 

correlated (Pearson's ρ = 0.821).  

5.3.2 ESCAPE Trial 

The median age was 70.9 years (IQR 21.2), consisting of 52.4 % females. The median 

NIHSS score was 17 (IQR 7). Slightly more than half of the patients (52.4 %) underwent EVT 

whereas the others had been randomized to medical treatment only. Overall, no or mild disability 

(mRS 0–2) was achieved in 130 (41.3 %) patients at 90 days post–stroke. 

The distribution of miFUNCTION scores within each mRS level is presented in Table 4. 

The correlation of miFUNCTION with the mRS was almost perfect (Pearson's ρ = 0.9439) 

(Figure 13). The correlation with NIHSS score and BI score was strong (Pearson's ρ = 0.7853 
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and Pearson's ρ = −0.8831, respectively) and moderate with EQ5D–5L score (Pearson's 

ρ = −0.5962).  

 

 

Figure 13: Scatterplot of Modified Rankin Scale and miFUNCTION Scores at 90 days within the 

ESCAPE Trial 

The line of best fit was generated using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing. 
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Table 4: miFUNCTION Score Distribution by Level of Modified Rankin Scale Score at 90 days 

within the ESCAPE Trial 

  Modified Rankin Scale score 

miFUNCTION 
score 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 N/A 

(n = 35) (n = 49) (n = 46) (n = 49) (n = 58) (n = 29) (n = 45) (n = 4) 

0 77 % 6 % 2 % – – – – – 

1 14 % 53 % 4 % – – – – – 

2 9 % 23 % 37 % 2 % – – – – 

3 – 10 % 26 % 10 % – – – – 

4 – 4 % 11 % 6 % 2 % – – – 

5 – – 11 % 12 % – – – – 

6 – 2 % 2 % 8 % 10 % – – – 

7 – – 7 % 17 % 2 % – – – 

8 – – – 23 % 3 % 3 % – – 

9 – – – 4 % 2 % – – – 

10 – – – 10 % 3 % – – – 

11 – – – – 29 % – – – 

12 – – – – 23 % 14 % – – 

13 – – – 2 % 26 % 62 % – – 

14 – – – – – 21 % – – 

15 – – – – – – 100 % – 

N/A – 2 % – 6 % – – – 100 % 

 

N/A means not applicable. 

 

The effect size of the multivariable models using mRS and miFUNCTION as an outcome 

scale was similar across all possible dichotomization cut–offs. Detailed results are displayed in 

Table 5. 
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Table 5: Results of Multivariable Logistic Regression Models using both mRS and miFUNCTION 

at 90 days within the ESCAPE Trial as an Outcome Variable 

 
mRS 

 
miFUNCTION 

Favorable 

outcome defined 

as 

Adjusted 

OR 
95 % CI 

Favorable 

outcome defined 

as 

Adjusted 

OR 
95 % CI 

0–1 2.88 1.64–5.07 0–2 3.42 1.95–5.99 

0–2 3.45 2.05–5.78 0–5 3.32 1.99–5.55 

0–3 3.52 2.09–5.95 0–9 3.66 2.13–6.26 

0–4 2.72 1.48–5.01 0–12 2.98 1.63–5.44 

0–5 2.38 1.15–4.92 0–14 2.34 1.13–4.84 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Our study shows that miFUNCTION performs well on psychometric measurement 

assessment in both a routine outpatient setting and as part of an acute international clinical stroke 

trial. The tool shows greater granularity in the mild to moderately–severe disability range after a 

stroke and thus provides more insight into both the patient's ability and capacity to engage in 

meaningful life roles. With further work, this tool will be a valuable addition to future research 

studies as well as the clinical setting to assess disability post–stroke. 

Several attempts have been made to address the reliability of the mRS, with varying 

degrees of success in addressing the issue of inter–observer variability.
9, 14

 By developing 

miFUNCTION, the goal was to reduce inter–observer variability. Using a decision–tree asking 

closed questions, inter–observer reliability should be favorable when using miFUNCTION. 

However, the inter–rater reliability in the pilot study was lower than that of the mRS score 
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assessment, and there had been ten incidences of divergence between observers. The data 

demonstrate that only one occasion of divergence can be fully attributed to observer variation. 

The remaining nine variations were respondent–driven, possibly caused by the respondent's 

interpretation of the question or wording. For example, can the word “capable” be distinguished 

from “able” or “willing”? Reducing ambiguity of questions may be achieved by consistently 

phrasing questions as “Do you go to social gatherings …” rather than “Are you capable of going 

to social gatherings,” as the former will allow for an assessment of participation restriction rather 

than lack of will to participate. The format of the tool was changed when it was used in the 

clinical trial and instead of a decision tree, assessors were provided with a list of miFUNCTION 

scores and their disability description according to the branches of the decision tree. They were 

then asked to choose one score which reduced the ambiguity of respondent interpretation 

discussed above. 

The face and content validity of miFUNCTION have been ensured with development by 

an interdisciplinary team and review by a panel of content experts. The tool's criterion validity 

was shown by near perfect correlation with the mRS score and its convergent and discriminant 

validity by correlation with the NIHSS score, BI score, and EQ5D–5L score. miFUNCTION also 

demonstrated strong correlation with the mRS in two different settings thus demonstrating 

concurrent validity. Of note, the Pearson correlation coefficient can be affected by extreme 

values which may exaggerate the strength of the relationship. In Table 4, the distribution of 

miFUNCTION scores within the mRS categories 2 to 4 is broad. Assessment of miFUNCTION 

certainly needs attention to detail because of the small differences in the descriptors of adjacent 

categories. Even though the descriptions were supposed to reduce respondent ambiguity as 
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described above, they might need greater clarity in phrasing to simplify assessment. The fitted 

values in Figure 15, however, still show a strong association between the miFUNCTION and 

mRS assessment. 

A possible limitation is that patients were only indirectly involved in the tool's 

development as their feedback was communicated by experienced members of the 

interdisciplinary study team who worked with them closely in regard to multiple activities. 

Though unlikely, valuable insight into how easily questions were understood from a patient 

perspective or what domains of recovery are most important to patients were potentially missed. 

This study has not tested miFUNCTION longitudinally so the tool's sensitivity to changes in 

disability over time cannot be commented on. 

5.5 Conclusion 

miFUNCTION demonstrated strong correlation with the mRS in different settings thus 

showing the scales ability to assess post–stroke disability. Validity was high but inter–rater 

reliability remains an issue. Reducing inter–rater variability might be achieved by extending the 

algorithm of miFUNCTION to include fixed phrased questions/concise descriptions. This will 

have to be explored in further research. 
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5.7 Supplemental Material 

 

Supplemental Figure I: Decision tree used for miFUNCTION assessment in the pilot study 
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Supplemental Figure II: Scatterplot showing Agreement of miFUNCTION Scores in the Pilot Study 
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Supplemental Table I: Results of miFUNCTION Assessments of each Participant in the Pilot Study 

Participant Age 
Evaluator 

miFUNCTION 

Student 

Researcher 

miFUNCTION 

Evaluator 

mRS 

Student 

Researcher 

mRS 

1 60 3 2 0 0 

2 62 0 0 0 0 

3 78 5 2 2 2 

4 71 0 0 0 0 

5 81 8 8 3 3 

6 73 0 0 0 0 

7 72 1 0 1 1 

8 57 0 0 0 0 

9 64 1 0 1 1 

10 78 8 8 3 3 

11 83 5 5 2 2 

12 76 1 0 1 0 

13 44 2 2 3 3 

14 30 2 1 2 1 

15 94 0 0 0 0 

16 85 9 9 4 4 

17 50 2 2 2 2 

18 34 2 2 1 1 

19 57 0 0 0 0 

20 76 1 0 0 0 

21 84 8 8 2 2 

22 76 1 0 1 0 

23 50 2 2 1 1 

24 43 0 0 0 0 

25 31 2 2 1 2 

26 76 3 2 3 2 

27 90 10 10 4 4 

28 52 0 0 0 0 

29 47 5 3 2 2 

30 67 3 3 3 1 
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CHAPTER 6 Comparative Effectiveness of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic 

Stroke—A Population–Based Analysis 

This chapter is comprised of an original research article originally published in the Journal of 

the American Heart Association: Zerna C, Rogers E, Rabi DM, Demchuk AM, Kamal N, Mann 

B, Jeerakathil T, Buck B, Shuaib A, Rempel J, Menon BK, Goyal M, Hill MD. Comparative 

Effectiveness of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke: A Population–Based 

Analysis. Journal of the American Heart Association. 2020 Apr 7;9:e014541. It shows real–

world evidence of the effectiveness of endovascular treatment since the patient cohort in 

randomized controlled trials are rather homogenous and narrow defined and do not reflect 

routine clinical practice. Due to manuscript brevity, an expansion of the methods outlined here 

can be found in CHAPTER 4. 

6.1 Introduction 

EVT of acute ischemic stroke in the anterior circulation caused by large‐vessel occlusion 

has been established as the new standard of care. In randomized trials, eligibility varied slightly 

by age, baseline stroke severity, treatment time from stroke onset, concurrent alteplase treatment, 

and extracranial carotid artery occlusion or stenosis, but the results of each of the trials clearly 

favor EVT. A meta‐analysis of all trials showed that EVT led to reduced disability compared 

with control patients who received standard medical treatment alone (OR 2.49, 95 % CI 1.76–

3.53).
1
  

Multiple practice guidelines recommending the use of EVT were published shortly after 

conclusion of these positive trials. Clinical practice guidelines, in an attempt to promote optimal 
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care for all patients, do not consider the heterogeneity of the patient population or the complexity 

of medical decisions and are tightly aligned with the evidence provided by clinical trials.
2
 As a 

result, healthcare providers are often left to consider therapeutic interventions in patients who 

may not have met the eligibility criteria for trial participation (namely, older adults with 

significant comorbidity). In such instances, population‐based comparative effectiveness research 

can be useful after efficacy is well established in clinical trials and in this case help ensure that 

the largest appropriate group of patients gains access to this life‐saving and disability‐sparing 

treatment.
3 

Our objective was to conduct a population‐based study of EVT in the province of 

Alberta, Canada, and provide greater understanding of how the benefits and risks of EVT might 

vary across the population. This knowledge will inform the clinical decision‐making process on 

EVT. The primary outcome was home‐time, which is a novel and patient‐centered outcome that 

reflects health circumstances that are easy to understand and meaningful to patients and their 

caregivers. It was hypothesized that there would be at least a 15 % difference in effect size 

between all patients across the province who presented with an acute ischemic stroke caused by a 

large‐vessel occlusion in the anterior circulation and who were treated with EVT compared with 

the medical treatment arm of the ESCAPE trial. 

6.2 Methods 

Data supporting the findings of this study are not publicly available at this time. 
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6.2.1 Provincial EVT Data 

Data are from the QuICR Registry. The registry was designed for quality improvement 

purposes and captures and tracks all treated acute stroke patients in the province of Alberta, 

Canada. Alberta has an estimated population of four million, and its area is ≈660,000 km
2
. There 

are two comprehensive stroke centres (in Calgary and Edmonton) and 15 primary stroke centres. 

The registry data are collected in routine clinical care and considered part of the medical record. 

The current study was approved by the local ethics committee, and informed consent by 

individual participants was waived. Date were extracted over three years from April 2015 to 

March 2018 to cover a time period between publication of the positive endovascular trials up 

until the publication of the two clinical trials evaluating imaging selection and EVT in late 

presenting patients (DAWN and DEFUSE‐3), which might have changed practice patterns. 

We included all patients aged ≥ 18 years that underwent EVT for an acute ischemic 

stroke caused by a proximal large‐vessel occlusion of the anterior circulation (ICA, MCA M1 

and M2 segments, or ACA). Patients with posterior circulation stroke and patients not residing in 

the province of Alberta were excluded because the primary outcome could not be obtained for 

them. Data of interest were age, sex, stroke severity according to NIHSS score, date and time of 

stroke onset or time last seen well, IV alteplase treatment (yes/no), and interval time metrics for 

treatment. Onset‐to‐treatment time was defined as time from onset to first hyperacute treatment 

(either IV alteplase or EVT). 

6.2.2 Linkage With Administrative Health Data and Outcomes 

We captured outcomes in clinical routine using administrative data. Administrative health 

data are not generated for research purposes but instead are collected for payment, monitoring, 
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planning, priority setting, and evaluation of health systems.
4
 These data can come from different 

interactions with the healthcare system (through hospitalizations, ambulatory care, and 

emergency department visits) and are usually captured over a prolonged period. 

The primary outcome of the study was home‐time. Home‐time refers to the number of 

days that the patient was back at his/her respective premorbid living situation without an increase 

in level of care within 90 days of the index stroke event. The premorbid living situation was 

determined from administrative health data and was assigned as any form of continuing care 

facility if that is where the patient had resided in the two‐week period before the index stroke 

admission or was otherwise inferred to be the private home. By definition, patients who died in 

hospital after the index stroke admission have a home‐time of 0 days. Initially developed from 

data of the Glycine antagonist [gavestinel] in neuroprotection (GAIN) International trial, home‐

time was found to be a useful and robust outcome marker for stroke in 2008.
5
 Recent work has 

shown that home‐time is obtainable in a complete population through administrative health data 

collection, which makes it less vulnerable to attrition bias compared with prospective studies.
6
 

Home‐time after stroke was found to be a valid proxy marker for functional recovery, according 

to an analysis of Medicare beneficiaries in the United States as well as a large linked data 

analysis of the Scottish Stroke Care Audit with routine healthcare data.
7, 8

 Discharge to home 

from hospital within the Canadian health system depends solely on the patient's functional status; 

it is not governed by administrative rules for length of stay. If the patient is in need of 

rehabilitation or indefinitely not able to care for himself/herself, discharge will occur to an 

alternate care facility (e.g. rehabilitation facility or long‐term care facility) instead of home. Stay 

in such facilities is well coded through administrative data. 
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Secondary outcomes included dichotomized home‐time at 90 days (> 80 equivalent mRS 

0–1 and > 50 equivalent to mRS 0–2, according to prior correlation
6
) and mortality at 90 days, 

which was determined from linkage with the provincial vital statistics registry. 

6.2.3 ESCAPE Trial: Historical Control Data (Medical Treatment) 

The historical control group within this study was the medical treatment arm from the 

ESCAPE trial.
9
 The trial involved sites across the world, but most patients (64.7 %) were from 

Canada, making it an ideal control group. Patients with disabling stroke were enrolled within 12 

hours of onset, and only included if imaging revealed all of the following: small infarct core, 

defined as ASPECTS score ≥ 6; an occlusion of the anterior circulation involving a proximal 

artery; and moderate to good collateral circulation. Home‐time and mortality at 90 days were 

collected as part of the trial. Onset‐to‐treatment time was defined as time from onset to first 

hyperacute treatment (in this case IV alteplase). The ESCAPE trial EVT group was analyzed as a 

reference to provide context for the study results. 

6.2.4 Minimal Detectable Difference 

Using the available sample size over three years with a power of 80 %, it was estimated 

that the study will be able in patients who received EVT to detect a 15.5 % decrease in the risk of 

not returning home (home‐time 0) within 90 days compared with patients who received medical 

treatment alone. 

6.2.5 Missing Data 

Within the provincial EVT group, 43 (7.5 %) patients had missing NIHSS scores, and 6 

(1.0 %) patients had missing onset‐to‐treatment times. The NIHSS scores were imputed with the 
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group mean and the onset‐to‐treatment times with the group median from the remaining 

available data. Within the ESCAPE trial data, only one patient had a missing onset‐to‐treatment 

time and three patients had missing 90‐day outcomes in the medical treatment group. The onset‐

to‐treatment time was imputed with the group median from the remaining available data and 

mortality at 90 days with the worst possible outcome (death) but conducted a sensitivity analysis 

with the best possible outcome (alive). Thirty‐two patients who did not receive IV alteplase did 

not have an onset‐to‐treatment time recorded. Those times were imputed with the formula of 

randomization time plus 30 minutes, similar to the approach used in the Highly Effective 

Reperfusion evaluated in Multiple Endovascular Stroke (HERMES) trials collaboration 

analyses.
10

 In the ESCAPE trial EVT group, one patient had a missing onset‐to‐treatment time 

and three patients had missing 90‐day home‐times, which were again imputed with the median 

from the remaining available data. 

6.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

Standard descriptive statistics were used to measure central tendency and variability of 

baseline characteristics. Visualization of home‐time was shown using violin plots. 

Home‐time as the primary outcome was truncated at 0 and had excess 0 counts. The 

minimum amount of days that can be spent at home during the first 90 days is 0, and the 

maximum is 90 days (if patients were theoretically to be discharged on the same day of the 

procedure). Because many patients did not return to their home/prior residence within 90 days of 

the index stroke, the data had excess 0 counts. The use of a negative binomial regression model 

was explored by graphic assessment (hanging rootogram) as well as other analysis (Akaike's 

information criterion) for model fit. A Cragg hurdle regression model was used because it 
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provided the best fit for the data.
11

 As a first part of the Cragg hurdle regression model, a 

Bernoulli probability directs the binary outcome of 0 (failure, hurdle is not crossed, or patient 

does not return to home within 90 days after stroke) or 1 (success defined as any positive count, 

hurdle is crossed, or patient does return home within 90 days after stroke). For the second part of 

the model, once the hurdle is crossed, a truncated‐at‐0 count model is used. IV alteplase 

treatment, EVT, age, and baseline NIHSS score were selected as a priori hurdle variables on the 

basis of their clinical significance for post–stroke outcomes and discharge disposition. In 

addition, the clinically important baseline variables age, sex, onset‐to‐treatment time, NIHSS 

score, and IV alteplase status were included as covariates in the truncated‐at‐0 count model. 

Imaging variables were not included because these were not routinely available. Margins plots 

were used to visualize the effects of the individual variables on the conditional mean estimates of 

90‐day home‐time. 

For the secondary outcomes, which were both binary, logistic regression analysis was 

used to model dichotomized home‐time (> 80 equivalent to mRS 0–1 and > 50 equivalent to 

mRS 0–2, according to prior correlation
6
) and mortality at 90 days. The same clinically relevant 

baseline variables as stated above were included in those models. 

P < 0.05 (two–sided) was considered to indicate statistical significance. All statistical 

analyses were performed using STATA (Stata 16; Stata Corp, College Station, TX).  

6.2.7 Results 

Within the three‐year period (April 2015 to March 2018), 611 patients were treated with 

EVT in the province of Alberta. Twenty-six patients who had a permanent residence outside of 

province, meaning their outcome could not be determined through administrative health data 
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linkage, had to be excluded as well as nine additional patients who were treated for an isolated 

occlusion in the posterior circulation. The remaining 576 patients constituted the EVT group of 

the analysis. The medical treatment group of the ESCAPE trial had a sample size of 150 patients. 

The median age of all patients was 70 years (IQR 59–81 years), and 47.8 % were women. 

The median NIHSS score at baseline was 17 (IQR 13–20). IV alteplase was given to 56.6 % 

(326/576) patients in the EVT group and 78.7 % (118/150) patients in the control group. Further 

baseline characteristics are shown in Table 6. The median 90‐day home‐time was 16 (IQR 0–81) 

days in the EVT group compared with 0 (IQR 0–65) days in the medical treatment group. The 

difference in distribution of home‐time between both groups is illustrated in Figure 14. 
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Table 6: Baseline Characteristics 

Variable 
ESCAPE Control 

Group 

ESCAPE EVT 

Group 
QuICR EVT Group 

Age [years], median 

(25 %–75 %) 
70.1 (60.2–81.4) 71.3 (60.3–81.4) 70.2 (58.2–80.7) 

Female [%] 52.7 47.9 46.5 

                  Race [%] 

Asian 6 6.1 8.9 

Black 4 4.8 0.2 

Caucasian 87.3 87.3 46.7 

First Nations N/A N/A 1.2 

Hispanic N/A N/A 1.2 

undetermined 2.7 1.8 41.8 

NIHSS, median (25 %–75 %) 17 (12–20) 16 (13–20) 17 (12–21) 

IV alteplase given [%] 78.7 72.7 56.6 

Onset–to–treatment time 

[minutes], median 

(25 %–75 %) 

145.5 (92–229) 126 (90–210) 140 (90–250) 

Onset–to–treatment time [%] 

< 4.5 hours 84.67 81.21 76.91 

4.5–6 hours 5.33 4.85 6.94 

> 6 hours 10 13.94 16.15 

Death at day 90 [%] 19.1 11.5 19.6 

Time to death [days], median 

(25 %–75 %) 
7 (2–17) 5 (2–35) 7 (3–14) 

    Discharge disposition [%] 

Home 15.3 23.6 27.5 

Home with support 12 12.1 5.5 

Rehabilitation 49.3 47.9 25.7 

Long–term care 10.7 7.9 3.9 

Death 12.7 7.3 16.9 

Transfer to other hospital N/A N/A 20.5 
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Variable 
ESCAPE Control 

Group 

ESCAPE EVT 

Group 
QuICR EVT Group 

             Home time [%] 

≥ 80 days (equivalent 

mRS 0–1) 
28 29.1 35.6 

≥ 50 days (equivalent 

mRS 0–2) 
31.3 64.8 38 

 

ESCAPE indicates Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior Circulation Proximal Occlusion 

With Emphasis on Minimizing CT to Recanalization Times; EVT, endovascular treatment; mRS, 

modified Rankin Scale; N/A, not applicable; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; and 

QuICR, Quality Improvement and Clinical Research. 

 

 

Figure 14: Violin plots of 90–Day Home–Time Return to Baseline by Treatment 

Violin plots illustrate the probability density distributions of home‐time for medical treatment and 

endovascular treatment. Medians are marked by the white dot, and the interquartile range is marked by a 

vertical blue bar. Non–outlier values are marked by the thinner vertical blue line. Median home‐time 

(quartiles 1–3): medical treatment 0 (0–65) days and endovascular treatment 16 (0–81) days. ESCAPE 

indicates Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior Circulation Proximal Occlusion With 

Emphasis on Minimizing CT to Recanalization Times. 
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EVT was associated with an increased 90–day home‐time by an average eight and a 

half days compared with medical treatment alone in adjusted analysis (P = 0.009). A similar 

association was found with IV alteplase (P = 0.010), with an average 7.1 days increase in home‐

time. The non–modifiable predictors age and higher NIHSS score were associated with 

decreased 90‐day home‐time (both P < 0.001). Every five‐year increase in age was associated 

with 2.3 days less time at home within the first 90 days after stroke. Every 5–point increase in 

the baseline NIHSS score signifying increased stroke severity was associated with 7.8 days less 

time at home within the first 90 days after stroke. The modifiable predictor onset‐to‐treatment 

time was also associated with a mean decrease of 90‐day home‐time after stroke (P = 0.001). A 

50–minute delay in onset‐to‐treatment time was associated with a mean decrease of 90–day 

home‐time by one day (meaning a 30–minute delay led to ≈0.5 days less home‐time). Patient sex 

was not associated with 90‐day home‐time. Detailed results of the model and comparative results 

of the ESCAPE trial EVT group are displayed in Figure 15, Figure 16, and Table 7. There was 

no evidence of collinearity among the independent variables (the variance inflation factors for all 

variables were < 5). 
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Table 7: Results from Cragg Hurdle Regression Analysis of Home–Time at 90 Days 

 
QuICR EVT Group ESCAPE EVT Group 

 

Conditional mean estimate 

[days] (mean, 95 % CI) 

Conditional mean estimate 

[days] (mean, 95 % CI) 

Endovascular treatment given 8.5 (2.1–14.9) 25.7 (20.1–31.2) 

Intravenous alteplase given 7.1 (1.7–12.5) 3.4 (-5.7–12.6) 

Sex (being female) -1.1 (-4.2–1.9) 5.9 (1.8–10.0) 

Age (per year older) -0.5 (-0.6–0.3) -0.5 (-0.7–0.3) 

NIHSS score  

(per point higher) 
-1.6 (-2.0–1.2) -1.5 (-2.1–0.9) 

Onset–to–treatment time  

(per minute longer) 
-0.02 (-0.03–0.01) 0.003 (-0.02–0.02) 

 

Data are given as conditional mean estimate (95 % CI) days. EVT indicates endovascular treatment; 

ESCAPE, Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior Circulation Proximal Occlusion With 

Emphasis on Minimizing CT to Recanalization Times; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; 

and QuICR, Quality Improvement and Clinical Research. 
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Figure 15: Margins Plot showing the Effect of Baseline Variables on the Conditional Mean 

Estimates of 90‐Day Home‐Time in the Provincial Endovascular Treatment (EVT) group 

IVtPA indicates intravenous tissue Plasminogen Activator (alteplase); NIHSS, National Institute of 

Health Stroke Scale; and time, onset‐to‐treatment‐time. 
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Figure 16: Margins Plot showing the Effect of Baseline Variables on the Conditional Mean 

Estimates of 90‐Day Home‐Time in the ESCAPE Trial Endovascular Treatment group 

EVT indicates endovascular treatment, IVtPA intravenous tissue Plasminogen Activator (alteplase); 

NIHSS, National Institute of Health Stroke Scale; and time, onset‐to‐treatment‐time. 

 

Provincial EVT was associated with home‐time > 80 days (equivalent to mRS 0–1) with 

an OR of 1.62 (95 % CI, 1.06–2.47) and home‐time > 50 days (equivalent to mRS 0–2) with an 

OR of 1.78 (95 % CI, 1.16–2.75) in a logistic regression analysis adjusted for age, sex, NIHSS, 

IV alteplase treatment, and onset‐to‐treatment time. In comparison, EVT within the ESCAPE 

trial was also associated with home‐time > 80 days with an OR of 4.55 (95 % CI, 2.74–7.56) and 

home‐time > 50 days (equivalent to mRS 0–2) with an OR of 1.70 (95 % CI, 0.99–2.93). 
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There was no association between EVT and mortality at 90 days (OR, 0.76; 95 % CI, 

0.47–1.24) in adjusted analysis. However, older age and higher NIHSS were independent 

predictors of mortality at 90 days (both P < 0.001). These results remained true in sensitivity 

analysis (Supplemental Table II). This association was further explored by stratification 

according to treatment modality and found differences in mortality rates as well as onset‐to‐

treatment times across subgroups. Details are provided in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Stratum–Specific Results according to Treatment Modality 

 

Neither EVT nor 

intravenous 

alteplase 

Only intravenous 

alteplase 
Only EVT 

EVT and 

intravenous 

alteplase 

n = 32 n = 118 n = 283 n = 293 

Mortality at 90 

days [%] 
15.63 22.03 24.03 15.36 

Age [years], 

median 
70.6 70.1 71.3 69.5 

NIHSS, median 16.5 17 17 17 

Onset–to–

treatment time 

[minutes], median 

317 125 198 105 

Female sex [%] 56.3 51.7 48.4 44.7 

Home time [%] 
    

≥ 80 days 

(equivalent mRS 

0–1) 

25 28.8 29.3 40.8 

≥ 50 days 

(equivalent mRS 

0–2) 

31.3 31.4 32.2 43.7 

 

EVT indicates endovascular treatment; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; and NIHSS, National Institutes of 

Health Stroke Scale. 

 

6.3 Discussion 

Our study shows that adult patients undergoing EVT for acute ischemic stroke caused by 

a proximal vessel occlusion spent on average more than one week longer at home within the first 

90 days compared with patients receiving medical treatment alone. Home‐time is a novel, health‐

economic, and patient‐centered outcome that reflects health circumstances that are both easy to 

understand and meaningful to the patients, their caregivers or family, and the health system. 
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Other efforts of comparative effectiveness research on EVT for acute ischemic stroke 

have been made or are currently underway. Endovascular therapy has been shown to 

significantly reduce healthcare use up to one year after stroke.
12

 The ongoing prospective 

TREVO Retriever Registry represents real‐world data with stent retriever and to date 

demonstrated similar reperfusion rates and outcomes in the community compared with the 

rigorous centrally adjudicated randomized controlled trials.
13

 Concurrently, the MR CLEAN 

Registry (Multicentre Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic 

Stroke in the Netherlands) concluded that EVT in routine clinical practice was at least as 

effective and safe as in the setting of a randomized controlled trial when using mRS as the 

outcome.
14

 The real‐world evidence of the current study confirms the external validity of the 

clinical trials, but with attenuated effect size when compared with the ESCAPE trial treatment 

group.
9
 However, these data in combination with other comparative effectiveness research are 

relevant to effectively translate the results of the randomized controlled trials to the greatest 

number of stroke patients possible and strengthen the evidence for EVT compared with medical 

treatment alone in patients with acute ischemic stroke caused by large‐vessel occlusion. 

The effect size of IV alteplase in this study was similarly large and resulted in 7.1 days 

more home‐time within 90 days. Of note, the provincial EVT group included several distal 

anterior circulation occlusions (M2 and Anterior Cerebral Artery [ACA]), which with their 

smaller thrombus burden would be more susceptible to a thrombolytic effect. IV alteplase in both 

the EVT groups as well as the medical treatment group was given per physician's discretion. 

Patients who presented early and with less comorbidities would have been given IV alteplase. 
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These patients have a higher likelihood of good outcome compared with their non–IV alteplase‐

eligible counterparts, which translates to longer home‐time within 90 days. 

Age and baseline stroke severity emerged once again as non–modifiable predictors of 

worse outcome or, in terms of this study, less home‐time within 90 days.
15

 The same association 

was true with prolonged onset‐to‐treatment time, which is in keeping with multiple studies, 

including an analysis of data from the Get With The Guidelines‐Stroke Program, showing that 

earlier IV alteplase treatment was associated with reduced sICH rates and higher rates of 

discharge home after acute ischemic stroke.
16

 Further analysis from the HERMES collaborators 

showed that the paradigm “time is brain” also holds true with EVT.
10

 As such, the process metric 

of onset‐to‐treatment time (and its counterpart door‐to‐needle time) can and should be used as 

the focus for stroke system performance improvement, which will result in improved patient 

outcomes, including more home‐time.
17, 18

  

The MR CLEAN, SWIFT‐PRIME, EXTEND‐IA, and REVASCAT trials found no 

difference in mortality between their EVT groups and medical treatment groups.
19 - 22

 In contrast, 

the ESCAPE trial documented reduced mortality in the EVT group at 90 days (10.4 % versus 

19.0 %, rate ratio 0.5, 95 % CI 0.3–1.0), which is likely because of the fast treatment times 

observed in this trial.
9
 In this current study, EVT was not associated with mortality. Stratification 

by IV alteplase status showed that the subgroup who had received only EVT but no IV alteplase 

had the highest mortality rate and a median onset‐to‐treatment time that was > 60 minutes longer 

than the subgroup who received IV alteplase only and > 90 minutes longer than the subgroup 

who received both EVT and IV alteplase. An average patient with acute ischemic stroke caused 

by large‐vessel occlusion loses 1.9 million neurons each minute in which the stroke is untreated, 
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and delayed presentation is a strong predictor of poor outcome and mortality.
23

 With the delay in 

onset‐to‐treatment time comes the observed higher mortality in the EVT only group, which 

might be an important reason why this study was not able to replicate the survival benefit of 

EVT. 

Overall, EVT in routine care has a slightly reduced effect size. 

A key strength of this study is that it represents the complete case capture of an entire 

population in the province of Alberta and therefore reflects real‐world practice at a population 

level. Thus, data should be generalizable to other provinces and territories across Canada and 

elsewhere if EVT is provided in similarly high‐volume experienced centres and the patient 

population has similar racial diversity. Home‐time as a patient‐centered outcome marker has the 

advantage of having complete ascertainment because it can be established through linkage with 

an administrative health database. 

Even though Canadians have universal access to publicly funded health care and thus 

hospitalization and in‐patient rehabilitation, numeric home‐time may not account for the amount 

of social and financial support that each patient has that might influence his/her ability to 

actually return home. Thus, the average home‐time herein incorporates the average 

socioeconomic status of the province of Alberta. Comorbidity data to complete further adjusted 

outcome estimates are not available, and only limited data on the occurrence of sICHs or 

procedural complications exist. In this respect, home‐time provides a meaningful global outcome 

assessment, but it does obscure some details on the adverse effect of major treatment 

complications. 
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6.4 Clinical Perspective 

What Is New? 

 Estimation of the effect of EVT for acute ischemic stroke in a complete 

population. 

 Using home‐time as a novel and patient‐centered outcome meaningful to the 

patients, their caregivers/family, and the health system. 

What Are the Clinical Implications? 

 Adult patients undergoing EVT for acute ischemic stroke on average spent more 

than one week longer at home within the first 90 days compared with patients 

receiving medical treatment alone. 

 Real‐world evidence confirmed the external validity of the clinical trials, but with 

attenuated effect size when compared with the more selected ESCAPE 

(Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior Circulation Proximal 

Occlusion With Emphasis on Minimizing CT to Recanalization Times) trial 

treatment group. 

 Home‐time as a meaningful patient‐centered outcome has the advantage of having 

complete ascertainment because it can be established through linkage with an 

administrative health database. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

EVT for acute ischemic stroke caused by large‐vessel occlusion is effective according to 

this province‐wide population‐based study and results in an increase of 90‐day home‐time by an 

average of eight and a half days. 
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6.7 Supplemental Material 

Supplemental Table II: Results from Logistic Regression Analysis of Mortality at 90 days 

 Odds Ratio 95 % CI lower limit 95 % CI lower limit 

Endovascular 

treatment given 
0.76 0.47 1.24 

Age 1.04 1.03 1.06 

NIHSS 1.07 1.04 1.11 

    
Endovascular 

treatment given 
0.88 0.54 1.44 

Age 1.05 1.03 1.06 

NIHSS 1.07 1.03 1.11 

 

Three missing values imputed with worst outcome (upper results) and best outcome (lower results). CI 

indicates confidence interval and NIHSS National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. 
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CHAPTER 7 Thrombectomy vs. Medical Management in Low NIHSS Acute Anterior 

Circulation Stroke 

This chapter is comprised of an original research article published online ahead of print in 

Neurology: Volny O*, Zerna C*, Tomek A, Bar M, Rocek M, Padr R, Cihlar F, Nevsimalova M, 

Jurak L, Havlicek R, Kovar M, Sevcik P, Rohan V, Fiksa J, Cernik D, Jura D, Vaclavik D, 

Cimflova P, Puig J, Dowlatshahi D, Khaw AV, Fainardi E, Najm M, Demchuk AM, Menon BK, 

Mikulik R, Hill MD. Thrombectomy vs. Medical Management in Low NIHSS Acute Anterior 

Circulation Stroke. Neurology, First published September 28, 2020, DOI: 

https://doi.org/10.1212/WNL.0000000000010955. It aims to establish if endovascular treatment 

should be utilized for strokes presenting with milder symptoms using data from observational 

studies. Due to manuscript brevity, an expansion of the methods outlined here can be found in 

CHAPTER 4. 

This chapter has been removed from the public version of the 
thesis. Contents can be requested separately at

http://hdl.handle.net/1880/112671
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CHAPTER 8 Discussion and Conclusions 

8.1 Introduction 

EVT for anterior circulation acute ischemic stroke due to large–vessel occlusion has been 

established as the new standard of care resulting in reduced disability compared to medical 

treatment based on multiple randomized clinical trials and a meta–analysis published in 2015 and 

2016. Since then the use of EVT has been recommended by practice guidelines but they can only 

speak to the evidence provided by the randomized clinical trials and might not be appropriate 

when complex medical decisions need to consider the heterogeneity of patients in routine clinical 

care. Generalizing the results from randomized controlled trials to a broader patient population is 

often criticized and issues with this process have led to difficulties with knowledge translation to 

clinical practice. This dissertation aimed to assess the long–term sustainability of efficacy of 

EVT, to utilize post–stroke outcomes that are patient–centered and more meaningful to the 

affected individuals, and to investigate the effectiveness of EVT in patient populations that have 

not been part of the clinical trial cohort, most commonly older patients with comorbidities and 

patients presenting with mild stroke symptoms. 

8.2 Key Findings 

8.2.1 Comprehensive Assessment of Disability after Endovascular Treatment 

The miFUNCTION scale was able to show greater granularity in the mild to moderately 

severe disability range overcoming the lack in sensitivity of the mRS at the minor disability end 

of the scale.
1
 With that, the scale provides more insight in the patient’s ability and capacity to

engage in meaningful life roles which is the social dimension that has been emphasized by the 
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WHO when developing the patient–centered ICF. The miFUNCTION scale performed well on 

psychometric measurement assessment and had high construct and criterion validity. The 

assessment showed equal performance in a routine outpatient setting (the Stroke Prevention 

Clinic at Foothills Medical Centre in Calgary) as well as part of an acute randomized controlled 

trial that was conducted internationally (the ESCAPE trial). With further improvement, the 

miFUNCTION scale could be a useful alternative or addition to currently used outcome scales. 

8.2.2 Comparative Effectiveness of Endovascular Treatment 

In a complete case capture of the entire population in the province of Alberta reflecting 

real‐world practice at a population level, adult patients undergoing EVT for acute ischemic 

stroke caused by a proximal vessel occlusion spent on average more than one week longer at 

home within the first 90 days compared with patients receiving medical treatment alone.
2
 Home‐

time is a novel, health‐economic, and patient‐centered outcome that reflects health circumstances 

that are both easy to understand and meaningful to the patients, their caregivers or family, and 

the health system. It comprises the additional advantage of having complete ascertainment 

because home–time can be established through linkage with an administrative health database. 

The strength of this study was that the complete source population was sampled and thus 

selection bias has been minimized. The real‐world evidence of this study confirms the external 

validity of the randomized clinical trials, even though an attenuated effect size compared with 

the ESCAPE trial treatment group, for example, was observed. Still, these data in combination 

with other comparative effectiveness research are relevant to effectively translate the results of 

the randomized controlled trials to the greatest number of stroke patients possible and strengthen 

the evidence for EVT compared to medical treatment alone in patients with acute ischemic stroke 
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caused by LVO. The results should be generalizable to other provinces and territories across 

Canada and elsewhere if EVT is provided in similarly high‐volume experienced centers and the 

patient population has similar racial diversity. 

The non–modifiable predictors younger age and lower baseline stroke severity were 

associated with reduced 90–day home–time. Prolonged onset‐to‐treatment time was also 

associated with reduced 90–day home–time and as such, the process metric of onset‐to‐treatment 

time (and its counterpart door‐to‐needle time) can and should be used as the focus for stroke 

system performance improvement, which will result in improved patient outcomes, including 

longer home‐time. 

8.2.3 Endovascular Treatment for Stroke presenting with Mild Symptoms 

The study of EVT for acute ischemic stroke due to LVO in patients presenting with low 

NIHSS resulted in similar proportions of excellent functional outcome at 90 days and all–cause 

90–day mortality when compared to medical management. These results were observed despite 

an association of EVT treatment with neurological deterioration at 24 hours. 

Multiple studies have shown that when low NIHSS patients with LVOs are left 

hyperacutely untreated (as they are often considered too mild for thrombolysis and EVT), up to 

one third end up disabled or dead at the 90–day follow–up. On the other hand, it is known that 

there is a clear relationship between recanalization and favorable or excellent outcome in patients 

with acute ischemic stroke due to LVO. The concern is that hyperacute treatment might cause 

possible harm and the benefit–risk–ratio is still unclear. 

A well–designed randomized controlled trial would be able to finally answer the 

uncertainty regarding EVT for low NIHSS strokes.  
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8.3 Limitations 

Limitations arise from the methodology and the data availability within each research 

project. The paragraphs below will outline them for each study that was undertaken. 

8.3.1 Comprehensive Assessment of Disability after Endovascular Treatment 

When trying to address the shortcomings of the mRS—the inter–observer variability that 

could be a source of misclassification error—the miFUNCTION scale does not outperform the 

mRS in its current adaption. Providing a decision tree with closed questions was predicted to 

favorably affect the inter–observer variability. However, looking at instances of disagreement 

between observers, it turned out that the majority of them were respondent–driven, meaning they 

likely resulted from the respondent’s interpretation of the closed question. When developing the 

miFUNCTION scale, patients were only indirectly involved in the rating scales development 

since their feedback was relied through the allied healthcare providers that worked with them. 

This might be a reason that the ease with which patients can understand and interpret the closed 

questions being asked during the assessment has been overestimated. A possible way to improve 

on this would be to rephrase the questions in a consistent way to reduce the ambiguity and get 

feedback from patients directly or test the ease of understanding in a small pilot study. Another 

limitation is that no comment can be made on the sensitivity of the miFUNCTION tool to detect 

longitudinal changes in disability over time since the assessment in both the outpatient and 

randomized controlled trial setting were only done at one point in time. Additionally, previous 

studies in humans suggest that there is a three to six months window of heightened 

neuroplasticity and even a gradient of enhanced sensitivity to rehabilitation treatment beyond 12 

month post stroke which could result in delayed functional recovery.
3
 This means that any 
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outcome scale applied at three months post–stroke might miss some functional recovery that 

happens beyond this point. Furthermore, the miFUNCTION scale was predominantly used 

within a North American context and might not reflect the way disability is understood or 

experienced in other cultures. 

8.3.2 Comparative Effectiveness of Endovascular Treatment  

Although Canadians have universal access to publicly funded healthcare and thus their 

hospitalization and in‐patient rehabilitation is covered, there might be costs they have to incur to 

actually return home (e.g. transportation to outpatient rehabilitation/doctor’s offices/grocery 

stores, medical support devices, cleaning support for the home…) after a stroke. Home–time is a 

novel and patient‐centered outcome, but it may not account for the amount of social and financial 

support that patients have available to return home and is thus a reflection of the average 

socioeconomic status of the province of Alberta. Comorbidity data were not available in the 

province–wide QuICR registry and so the outcome estimates could not be further adjusted. 

However, prior studies have shown that age, baseline stroke severity, and speed of treatment, 

variables that were available and thus included in the analysis, are the most important covariates 

that determine outcome after stroke. Data were also limited on the occurrence of intracranial 

hemorrhages and procedural complications which means that home–time is more of a global 

outcome assessment that includes any effect of the possible adverse effects of major treatment 

complications. The complete case capture of a whole province should allow for generalization to 

other provinces in Canada and globally, only limited by the population characteristics of Alberta 

and that EVT was performed in experienced high–volume centers which might not reflect the 

health system scenario elsewhere. 
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8.3.3 Endovascular Treatment for Stroke presenting with Mild Symptoms 

The research project evaluating EVT in low NIHSS presenting acute ischemic stroke due 

to LVO is limited by its retrospective nature and even though confounding was controlled for by 

using advanced statistical methods, there is still a risk of residual confounding. For example, 

even though occlusion location was incorporated into the propensity score model, a measure of 

early ischemic change was not incorporated since these data were simply not available. Data on 

the occurrence of sICH were also not consistently available and could thus not be incorporated 

into the analysis. It is known and addressed in CHAPTER 5 that the mRS lacks sensitivity at the 

minor disability end of the scale. However, the three observational data sources utilized in this 

research project used the mRS since it is one of the most commonly used outcome markers in 

stroke. This might have reduced the power to detect a significant difference in the primary 

outcome measure. The sample size of the matched analysis is larger than those of prior studies 

but might still have negatively affected the statistical power to detect a true difference in the 

primary outcome between the patients who received EVT and the patients that received medical 

management. 

8.4 Directions of Future Research 

Mortality and morbidity remain high from acute ischemic stroke, the commonest 

neurological emergency. Although major advances have recently been made through clinical 

trials and alternate pieces of evidence, like the ones produced through this body of research, 

there is still much work to be done. As is common, more and new questions have arisen that will 

influence how future trials and studies will be designed. Owing to the safety and efficacy of the 

combined approach of IV alteplase and EVT, this treatment is the current standard of care in 
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daily practice as well as clinical trials. The key principles are intertwined and explained in the 

following paragraphs. 

8.4.1 Treatment of Minor Stroke Patients with Large Vessel Occlusion 

The treatment of patients with minor strokes varies globally, with some clinicians 

regarding treatment of minor stroke with thrombolysis or even EVT as a standard of care and 

others considering it to be an important unresolved research question. Patients with lower NIHSS 

scores can experience serious disability in the context of one’s premorbid quality of life and 

activities. If left untreated, they are at risk of subsequent deterioration and disability, especially 

in the presence of a LVO where one in four patients suffers early neurologic deterioration 

resulting in poorer outcome.
4 - 7

  

The Calgary–led and currently enrolling TEMPO–2 trial (NCT02398656) is investigating 

the use of low dose TNK (0.25 mg/kg) versus standard of care (antiplatelet treatment choice at 

the discretion of the investigator) in patients that present with a NIHSS score of < 6 and an 

ASPECTS > 7 within 12 hours from symptom onset. A total of 1274 patients will be enrolled 

and the primary endpoint is a responder analysis where return to the baseline level of 

neurological functioning is defined as follows: if pre–morbid mRS is 0–1 then mRS 0–1 at 90 

days is a good outcome. If pre–morbid mRS is 2 then mRS 0–2 is considered a good outcome. 

As discussed previously, the mRS lacks sensitivity at the lower disability end because the 

number of categories makes it difficult to detect small improvements even though they might 

have occurred. TEMPO-2 and other minor stroke studies could benefit from using the 

miFUNCTON scale that was evaluated in CHAPTER 5 as an outcome measure as the tool shows 

greater granularity in the mild to moderately–severe disability range after a stroke and thus 
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provides more insight into both the patient's ability and capacity to engage in meaningful life 

roles. Reducing the inter–rater variability might be achieved by extending the algorithm of 

miFUNCTION to include fixed phrased questions/concise descriptions.  

The propensity-score matched analysis of EVT compared to best medical management 

for large vessel anterior circulation occlusion in patients presenting with minor stroke in 

CHAPTER 7 resulted in similar proportions of excellent functional outcome at 90 days and 

comparable all–cause 90–day mortality. The potential benefit of EVT in this setting is known 

through the clear relationship between recanalization and favorable/excellent outcome but the 

hyperacute treatment has possible harm that has not been well assessed in observational studies 

yet. The currently recruiting Endovascular Therapy for Low NIHSS Ischemic Strokes 

(ENDOLOW) trial (NCT04167527) tests the hypothesis that patients presenting within eight 

hours of onset with acute ischemic stroke due proximal LVO and low baseline stroke severity 

scores (NIHSS 0–5) will have better 90–day clinical outcomes (mRS distribution) with 

immediate EVT compared to initial medical management. The estimated sample size of this 

North–American based trial will be 200 patients and study completion is anticipated to occur in 

early 2021. Additionally, the French Minor Stroke Therapy Evaluation (MOSTE) trial 

(NCT03796468) will evaluate EVT in LVO acute ischemic stroke with minor symptoms 

(NIHSS < 6) in patients last seen well within 24 Hours. This trial has just started recruitment in 

June 2020 and is planning to enroll 824 patients. The methodology papers have not been 

published yet but if these two trials are well-designed and executed, they will hopefully be able 

finally answer the question about the risk–benefit–ratio of EVT for low NIHSS strokes. 
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8.4.2 Treatment of Late Presenting Patients with Large Vessel Occlusion 

Advanced imaging and the tissue window are the key physiological markers in acute 

ischemic stroke and should guide patient selection for clinical trials, now also considering 

unwitnessed strokes or strokes–on–awakening. Individual patient level data drawing from the 

five randomized controlled trials revealed that while mechanical thrombectomy, performed in the 

vast majority of cases with stent retrievers and within six hours of time last seen well, is 

associated with a strong overall treatment effect, the benefit of this approach declines with 

increasing time from stroke onset to substantial reperfusion. Indeed, the HERMES collaborators 

reported that at 7.3 hours from time–last–seen–well to achievement of reperfusion, statistically 

significant evidence of average benefit from endovascular therapy can no longer be 

demonstrated.
8
 The DAWN trial showed that thrombectomy (with the TREVO device) plus 

medical management lead to superior clinical outcomes at 90 days compared to medical 

management alone in acute ischemic stroke due to proximal anterior circulation occlusion when 

treatment is initiated within 6–24 hours of last seen normal. Selection with CTP or DWI-MRI to 

identify potentially salvageable brain tissue and a small ischemic core was required.
9
 There was 

a statistically significant 73 % relative risk reduction of dependency in activities of daily living 

(ADL) favoring the intervention arm. The co–primary endpoint of favorable outcome (mRS 0–2) 

at day 90 was reached by 48.6 % in the intervention arm but only 13.1 % in the control arm, 

which was again statistically significant.
10

 Similarly, the DEFUSE–3 study, examining a 6–16 

hour onset–to–treatment time window using CTP imaging for patient selection has been halted 

early for efficacy and showed that EVT was associated with a favorable shift in the distribution 

of functional outcomes on the mRS at 90 days (OR 2.77; P < 0.001).
11

 Patients had to present 
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with a favorable ischemic core–to–penumbra ratio to be eligible. Although the DAWN and 

DEFUSE–3 trial showed that mechanical thrombectomy in the late window is safe, the imaging 

criteria the trials employed are likely to be conservative in selecting patients.
12

 The resulting 

selective patient cohorts are thus not reflective of the majority of patients presenting with an 

acute ischemic stroke due to proximal vessel occlusion beyond six hours from time–last–seen–

well. Therefore, a Calgary–led multicenter retrospective cohort study of patients treated beyond 

six hours from time last seen normal using EVT in clinical routine between February 2015 and 

December 2017 is currently underway. A total of eleven centers in Canada, the United States, 

Germany, and Australia are participating. The primary outcome is the mRS score at 90 days and 

safety outcomes are the proportion of sICH after treatment and procedural complications from 

the EVT. Results are expected in 2021 and will provide information about expanding EVT to 

patients presenting in a later time window. 

8.4.3 Adjuvant Therapies for Patients with Large Vessel Occlusion 

Therapies directed at different molecular components of the ischemic cascade in an 

attempt to prevent ischemic tissue from progressing to irreversible infarction are summarized 

under the term neuroprotective strategy of acute ischemic stroke treatment. So far, a fundamental 

problem of translating promising pre-clinical findings of over 1000 agents into usable therapies 

has been the fact that for the longest time human community–onset stroke due to large artery 

occlusion has been essentially a permanent occlusion model. In the preclinical models, 

neuroprotective strategies have been only minimally effective, if at all, in permanent occlusion 

models. With endovascular therapy as the new standard of care, a human analog of the 

preclinical transient ischemia–reperfusion model has been created.
13

 These advances in IV and 
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intra–arterial therapy for acute ischemic stroke will have a profound effect on how 

neuroprotection should be considered.
14

 Agents that were previously abandoned might find 

renewed applicability and new molecules such as the peptide drug, NA–1 (also known as Tat–

NR2B9c), which reduced the volume of strokes after MCA occlusion in both rodents and non–

human primates as well as the volume and number of strokes after the intra–arterial injection of 

small emboli in non–human primates, could be tested.
15, 16

 The Evaluating Neuroprotection in 

Aneurysm Coiling Therapy (ENACT) trial, a multicentre randomized study including 185 human 

subjects to receive either single IV infusion of NA–1 or saline control at the termination of the 

endovascular procedure, showed that neuroprotection in human acute ischemic stroke is 

achievable.
17

 The subsequent and recently completed Calgary–led ESCAPE–NA1 trial showed 

that the proportion of patients achieving good functional outcome at 90 days after EVT was not 

improved by nerinetide compared to placebo but there was effect modification resulting in the 

inhibition of treatment effect in patients receiving alteplase.
18

 Since there was benefit in the 

subgroup of patients that did not receive alteplase, a future Calgary-led trial will focus on testing 

the hypothesis that nerinetide is safe and effective in reducing global disability in these patients 

and possibly provide a viable adjuvant therapy for alteplase–ineligible patient on route to the 

ECC.  

8.5 Clinical Practice Guidelines 

The goal of research must be actionable data that have been derived in a transparent and 

objective way (with acknowledgement of methodological limitations) to inform clinical decision 

making. Such decisions should be supported by clinical practice guidelines, which have been 

developed by panels of experts with access to the available evidence, an understanding of the 
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clinical problem, and research methods.
19

 Since the 1970s various systems for grading of 

evidence have been used but provided different results and many implicit decisions went into the 

process. Most often the study design was the decisive factor in these approaches. However, 

randomized controlled trials are not always feasible and, in some instances, observational studies 

may provide better evidence. This is for example the case when looking into rare adverse effects 

of an exposure, if an exposure cannot be randomized, and when complimentary evidence in more 

heterogeneous patient populations is needed In more recent years, the Grading of 

Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach has tackled 

the shortcomings of these various systems and assists clinical practice guideline developers in 

summarizing evidence for a recommendation in a standardized and transparent matter.
20

 In an 

initial step, even though randomized controlled trials start off with a higher grade of evidence 

than observational studies or other types of evidence, this grade is decreased if limitations (e.g. in 

study quality, consistency, directness, precision, bias) exist or increased if strengths (e.g. strength 

of association, dose response gradient, well-controlled confounding) can be detected. After 

additionally considering the balance of benefits and harms as well as benefits and costs, a 

strength of recommendation – that is, the extent to which one can be confident that adherence 

will do more good than harm – will be given.
20

 The GRADE approach takes study design and 

quality into account such that well-designed observational studies have a chance to contribute as 

much to clinical decision and policy making as once were only randomized controlled trials able 

to do. 
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8.6 Conclusion 

This thesis provides a greater understanding of how the benefits and risks of EVT might 

vary across the population and differ from the rather homogenous patient cohort that has been 

assessed in the randomized controlled trials. The results of this research will be meaningful to 

individual patients who experience acute ischemic strokes caused by LVO and also aid with 

economic and regulatory decisions to more broadly offer and organize EVT across the province 

of Alberta and beyond. 
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